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Abstract

This thesis proposes a strategy to map a process network onto a heterogeneous multi
processor architecture. A methodology is presented to map a process network onto one
processor without the overhead of task switching. Task switching is inevitable when
activating a process, which introduces overhead and reduces the performance. This
methodology will show how to avoid task switching and series of benchmarks prove that
it does. ProgrammabIe architectures are introduced to provide a way to dynamically
change the mapping of a process network onto a heterogeneous multiprocessor architec
ture. A communication factory is defined that enables easy implementation of any user
defined protocol, storage facility or architectural dependent synchronisation methodol
ogy. Because of its superior performance and cost effectiveness, parallel computing will
become the future standard, provided we have the appropriate programming models and
development environment needed to make parallel computing widely usabIe. This thesis
contributes to fulfil this goal.

Keywords: YAPI, real-time scheduling, multiprocessor architectures, performance
evaluation, mapping, application programming, programmer's interface, parallelism,
reuse, hardware-software codesign, process networks, demand driven scheduling, and
finite state machine.
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1 Introduction

This thesis is written to explain the various concepts and problems one has to deal with
when mapping an application onto a heterogeneous multiprocessor architecture. These
concepts concern both the mapping onto a multiprocessor architecture as weil as onto one
specifïc processor. Moreover, mapping an application onto a multiprocessor architecture
requires the ability to establish communication forms and data exchange between them.

1.1 Multiprocessor architectures

Due to the ongoing decrease of feature sizes in silicon process technology, the inherent
processing power of future systems on a chip is huge. People are looking for ways to
exploit this opportunity in different ways. One common aspect of the approaches is the
exploitation of parallelism in one way or another. Good examples are instruction level
parallelism (ILP) in super-scalar and very long instruction word (VLIW) processors and
data-level parallelism (DLP) and task level parallelism (TLP) in instruction set exten
sions. ILP in generally concerns general purpose CPU's, DLP is most common used [or
as weil single processor architectures as multiprocessor architectures, and TLP [or multi
processor architectures. In this approach a system is composed out of multiple 'cores'
working together to get the job done. The amount and choice of the cores depends on the
product to implement. This means that a system is constructed of a number of program
mabie cores next to a number of product specific cores. These cores are performing
functions in parallel. There are several ways to organise this, see Figure I-I.

CPU

MEMORY
(interface)

local
mem.

ASIP

Pheripheral

local
mem.

HW
x accelerator
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Chapter I Introduction

In a Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) composition, identical processors perform
the same function on different data. E.g. in a video context one processor processes the
top-field (odd lines) of a frame while the other one is processing the bottom-field (even
lines). In a Multiple Instruction Multiple Data (MIMD) composition each processor can
have its own function on its own data. In this way it is possible to tune processors to their
function. This leads to a more efficient solution both in power and in area.

1.2 Multiprocessor Mapping

One of the important issues involved in the use of parallel systems is the development of
effective techniques for the distribution of tasks of a parallel program on multiple proces
sors. The problem is how to distribute (and maybe, schedule) the tasks among processors
to achieve some performance goals (typically, to minimise the execution time of the
parallel program). In this thesis, we define the mapping problem as finding a statie allo
cation oftasks to processors before program execution that minimises the execution time
and the creation of the various communication channels between the tasks. The com
plexity of the mapping problem is exponential in the general case. Because of this com
plexity, it is difficult to compute an optimal mapping and a number of heuristic solutions
have been proposed in the last decades. Unfortunately, these heuristics may work under
different circumstances because they are based on different approaches to state the map
ping problem. This thesis will give an overview ofthe most important features developed
to solve our mapping problern, namely the programming model and the architecture
model. The tasks execution times and inter-tasks communication costs of most programs
are difficult to determine at compile time. Thus, it is difficult to detennine the right map
ping in advance. A heuristic solution is proposed, which can implement different trade
offs between computation cost and performance.

Most parallel programs can be represented as a graph. A distributed-memory parallel
program is composed of a set of nodes connected via an interconnection network. Each
node inc1udes some computation facilities
and a local memory, see Figure 1-2. In most
representations, each vertex represents a task
and each edge a communication link. This
thesis is based upon a graph representation
form called the Y-chart Application Pro
grammer' sinterface [1] (YAPI). Any proc
ess can make some communications and
computations. If we add to this basic model
some estimated computation costs of the
tasks (execution time) and the amount of Figure 1-2 Graph fonnalism
information communicated on the links, we
are able to determine a mapping. Mostly, the user cannot determine the exact values of
these program parameters but can only approximate them. Therefore, it is vital that initial
mappings can change rapidly, which means without code rewriting.

2 ©Koninklijke Philips Electronics NV 2001



Chapter 1.3 Thesis Organisation

The communication between two processors is much more time consuming than alocal
memory access. The MIMD model intends to map tasks onto processors. Designing a
program, by which only one task will be allocated on one processor of the target ma
chine, will lead to architecture-dependent and non-scalable code. On the contrary, a too
large number of tasks is difficult to manage efficiently. The granularity (size of tasks) is
one important parameter for the efficiency of a parallel program. Moreover, large grain
communication, typical for signal processing applications, requires large buffers to store
the data to be communicated. This will then typically reside in off-chip memory. Since
memory bandwidth is a major bottleneck in nowadays systems, and this will even get
worse, on-chip communication will play a very important role in the future. Since the
amount of on-chip memory is limited, we should look for ways to decrease the on-chip
buffer size. The way to accomplish this is to reduce the communication/synchronisation
grain size. However, this leads to unacceptable process switches. This thesis will feature
an additional method next to YAPI to reduce the number of process switches. With this
model a developer is able to define as many tasks as wanted, without significant per
formance loss and the amount of on-chip memory is minimised.

1.3 Thesis Organisation

This thesis is divided in 5 main parts: problem definition, solution approach, implemen
tation and results, design case, and conc1usions and recommendations.

In Chapter 2, we describe the problem definition. The architecture and application mod
els, which are used in this thesis, are defined. AIso, some fundamental real-time muIti
processor scheduling and mapping concepts and constraints are described. In addition we
discuss the issues of complexity and optimisation for multiprocessor mapping.

In Chapter 3, several solutions for the various problems are discussed. The result of this
discussion is one preferabIe solution, which is implemented.

In Chapter 4, the implementations of the various research topics are described. Where it
has a added value, different possible implementations are discussed. This chapter features
some benchmark results. These results will prove the effect of the methodology to reduce
the amount of task switches.

In Chapter 5, a design case will be demonstrated. This case shows how to convert a
purely sequential program designed to run on one processor, to a parallel one. This pro
gram will than be optimised by limiting the amount oftask switches. In the end, this case
is submitted to a benchmark test.

Finally the conc1usions and recommendations are discussed. This inc1udes potential
bottlenecks due to implementation strategies. AIso, further performance improvement is
discussed and how this can be accomplished.

Philips Electronics N.V., 200\
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2 Problem definition

Because of its superior performance and cost effective
ness, parallel computing will become the future stan
dard, provided we have the appropriate programming
models and development environment needed to make
parallel computing widely usabie, see Figure 2-1. To
provide a means for structured design and modelling of
stream processing functionality, the programming
model YAPI [1] was introduced. We discuss the prob
lem of mapping this programming model onto multi
processors architectures.

2.1 Functional specifications

IPEG decoder

-_..- ......_-- PI Bus

Figure 2-1 Problem definition

Process Network

Figure 2-2 YAPI process network

In order to explore the design space more effectively, we explicitly describe the potential
parallelism in the functional specification by modelling applications as networks of
parallel processes. The language used to describe a process network, also called the co
ordination language, is YAPI. YAPI is a C++ library with a set of mIes, which are used
to model signal processing applications as a process network. YAPI provides a platform
independent programmer's interface that enables reuse of the functional specifications
The communication between the processes is based on the Kahn [7] model with blocking
reads on theoretically unbounded directed first-in-first-out channels, which are called
fifos, see Figure 2-2. In practice, the fifos are
bounded such that writes can also suspend the
process execution. These semantics avoid data loss
during communication. The parallel program seg
ments are common heavyweight processes or teams
of lightweight processes. Thus, parallelism is of
large grain. The process communication by insert
ing communication constmcts (read, write, select)
into the code as dictated by YAPI, needs to be
implemented. The language used by the various processes of a process network, also
called the host language, is C++. The processes are interconnected by fifos. Processes
have a private state space, which is not accessible by other processes. Furthermore, they
have input and output ports through which they communicate with their environment.
Fifos connect output ports to input ports. In system design we distinguish three kind of
activities: application modelling, architecture modelling, and mapping. A performance
analysis can be achieved by implementation onto a platform. This platform and the ar
chitecture modelling can be considered to be the architectural specification. This specifi
cation depicts an architecture template, from where several architectures can be used.

Philips Electronics N.V., 200 I
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Chapter 2 Problem definition

2.2 Architectural specifications

Figure 2-3 Used architecture

LJLJ
'-T---- PI Bus

[RAM]

To be able to use the parallelism described by YAPI, multiprocessor architectures are
needed. Multiprocessor architectures can be build using multiple instances of identical
processors, i.e. a homogeneous architecture, or by using instances of different types of
processors, i.e. a heterogeneous architecture. Dedicated hardware or processors are opti
mised to perform aspecific task. Therefore, from the performance point of view, hetero
geneous architectures are preferred. Multiprocessor systems can be divided into two main
categories: message passing and shared memory. Message passing is for communication
among processors, which have separate address spaces. In the message-passing para
digm, parallel execution is performed at the level of communicating processes or threads.
Shared-memory architectures provide a very efficient medium for processors to exchange
data. To be able to map and test the functional parts of a
YAPI process network mapped onto a heterogeneous
architecture, a simple architecture was created. This
architecture contains a PI-bus, 2 MIPS's using pSOS as
an operating system, caches to improve the perform
ance of a single processor and shared memory to com
municate between processors using YAPI channels, see
Figure 2-3.

2.3 Mapping

Figure 2-4 Implementation model

Architecture•
Shared Message
Memory Passing

f
Shared
Memory

Programming

Model Message
Passing
(YAPI)

Mapping is considered as implementing parts of the host -and co-ordination language.
More specific, the assignment of processes to processors and fifos to memory is part of
implementing the co-ordination language; the read/write semantics is part of implement
ing the host language. The implementation-wise
and computationally most efficient programming
model for implementing the host language using
distributed memory architectures is the message
passing model in combination with shared memory
as Figure 2-4 shows. For this reflects directly the
modus operandi of the system. Therefore, we con
sider the mapping of our message-passing model
YAPI onto a shared memory architecture as the
'mapping problem'.
To expand the design space significantly, pro
grammable architectures are introduced. Program
mabie architectures provide a way to dynamically change the mapping of a process net
work onto a heterogeneous architecture. Without code rewriting, different mappings and
architectures can be examined to search for the best performance possible, see Figure 2
5.

6 ©Koninklijke Philips Electronics N.V. 2001



Chapter 2.3 Mapping

More specifically, we consider the creation of
process networks for the various processors,
inter processor communication and intra proces
sor communication. Intra processor communi
cation is the domain of communication within a
CPU between several (YAPI) tasks, inter proc
essor communication is considered as the com
munication semantics between (YAPI) tasks
running on different processors. Communication
is considered as the exchange of data between

-----.----- PI Bus the various processes, and also the synchronisa
tion between them.

Figure 2-5 Multiprocessor mapping

2.3.1 Process network creation

The construction of the various communication channels requires a protocol to ensure the
connection of the right buffers to the accompanying processes. Therefore, not every
processor can construct its own buffers because that will result in an interconnection less
network. Only one processor should construct the various buffers, informing all others of
the whereabouts. Some synchronisation is needed to establish all connections between
buffers (channels) and processes.

2.3.2 Inter processor communication

The protocol used to communicate between YAPI processes, also called inter processor
communication, has to be designed. Cache coherency problems -incoherent data in cache
or main memory- can always appear during data exchange between parallel operating
processors when consuIting the administration of a channel. Furthermore, it must provide
with the possibility to use different types of channels. For example:

.:. Channels using cache if connected between 2 processes running on the same
processor and Channels without cache if connected between different processors.

•:. Different buffer implementations per channel-i.e. queue, array-.
•:. Different signal -informing a blocked process to continue execution- and wait 

stalling a process- principles.

Mapping a complete process network onto 1 processor, typical YAPI implementations
use a scheduler based on semaphores to stall and continue the execution of a process.
Because every processor executes its own executable, it also uses its own scheduler.
When a process network is mapped onto a heterogeneous multiprocessor network, some
administration is needed of the whereabouts of the various processes. Also, deadlock
detection becomes critical because a processor deadlock does not automatically imply a

Philips Electronics N.V., 200\
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Chapter 2 Problem definition

system deadlock. For example Figure 2-5. If the parser, the YUVRGB convers ion and
the display processes cannot proceed, the MIPS detects processor deadlock, yet there is
no system deadlock ifthe IOCT or the multiplexor can still proceed.

2.3.3 Intra processor communication

Every process mapped on a processor is implemented as a single task. Task switching is
inevitable when activating a process, which introduces overhead and reduces the per
formance. These task switches can become disastrous to the perfonnance of a CPU.
Therefore, if the implementation of these internal processor communication semantics
can be optimised, a lot of perfonnance improvement is achieved. If an application is
partitioned in more processes than available processors, multiple processes will be
mapped on one processor. ft would constrain the design space considerably, if due to the
overhead necessary ta perfom-I a task switch, mültiple processes cannot he mapped on
one processor. This results in an extra burden for the developer because it limits the
reusability. Partitioning signa] processing applications in many processes, enables reuse
and provides a way to optimise system performance. For example, an IOCT routine
developed for a lPEG decoder can also be reused in a MPEG decoder. Moreover, it
improves the ability for a developer to establish the best possible mapping, if various
mappings can be tested without code rewriting. Mapping decisions will than only imply
processor type specific decisions, instead ofthe ability to search for an optimum mapping
given the available resources. In the end, as it appears that the wrong processes were
derived, rewriting code is inevitable to develop a new process network. To ensure an
optimum design space and perfonnance without significant code rewriting, a method
should be developed which realises the ability to map as many processes onto one proc
essor as required, without significant performance loss.

2.4 Summary

The intended work is to map a YAPI process network onto a heterogeneous multiproces
sor network. To accomplish this, some problems need to be solved. One problem con
cerns the boot of a multiprocessor architecture. In other words, how processors select a
part of the process network to execute. Another problem concerns the execution of a
YAPI process network mapped onto a multiprocessor architecture. This requires the
functional implementation and development of the inter and intra processor scheduling
and communication. Inter processor communication deals with the question how to
synchronise and optimise the handshake between a producing and a consuming process
that run on different processors. Intra processor communication concerns the synchroni
sation between processes running on the same processor. This communication can be
optimised by reducing the number of task switches. The methodology to achieve this
needs to be fully developed and implemented.

8 ©Koninklijke Philips Electronics N.V. 200\



3 Solution approach

This chapter wil! describe the different approaches to map a YAPI process network onto
a heterogeneous multiprocessor architecture. AIso, a deliberation will be made which
approach is best suited for YAPI purpose. First a strategy how to distribute a YAPI proc
ess network across a multiprocessor architecture and how to divide a process network
into several parts is defined. Then, the inter -and intra processor communication between
processes are defined where special attention has been paid to optimise the intra proces
sor communication.

3.1 Process network distribution

When it has been decided which processes are assigned to which processors, an executa
bie must be created for a processor to run the assigned processes. If one executable per
type of processor in combination with pSOS+m1 is used, the code must contain processor
dependable identification marks. These identification marks are based upon an ID and
redirect a processor through the executable. Each processor executes only those proc
esses which were assigned to it. Though this solution might work for a homogeneous
architecture, it does not for a heterogeneous one. Heterogeneous architectures require the
use of processor dependent executables. Since this thesis considers these types of archi
tectures, pSOS+m has a lot of functionality's like data transfer between processors,
which will not be used here. Therefore, processor specific executables are also preferred
for homogeneous parts in our architecture. Since we simulate the heterogeneous part of
an architecture -for instance an ASIC- homogeneously -using a MIPS- to design a proc
essor independent communication, each processor is assigned to aspecific executable
using a mapping directive. Partitioning processes then depends upon the definition of an
executable. Before the mapping directive can be discussed, a more detailed description of
such an executable is necessary.

3.1.1 Executable definition

Each executable should be equipped with a part of the initial process network alongside
the OS. If every executable consists of its own process network as Figure 3-1 indicates,
flexible distribution across different processors and platforms is possible. The current
YAPI process network implementation uses a scheduler. By using the existing YAPI
process network implementation, scheduling and read/write semantics can easily be
adopted. Some adjustments must be made to the YAPI interface, due to the fact that a
process network running on a processor part of a multiprocessor environment, is hardly
ever a complete process network.

I PSOS-'-m is an operating system designed [or mul tiprocessor architectures

Philips Electronics N.V., 200\
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Chapter 3 Solution approach

Figure 3-1 Executable layout

ARMMIPS

One processor creates the various buffers
needed for inter process communication. The
whereabouts of these buffers are passed on to
all other processors. This implementation is
also called the master-slave principle, where
processor 0 acts as the master of the network.
Processor x is a slave processor, it is config
ured by processor O. Configuration applies to
buffer location and boot sequence. Each proc-
ess network knows the attached buffers needed
to communicate with the instantiated proc-

-_..._...,_...._-- PI Bus esses. To decrease the amount of memory
space consumed by an executable in the case of
a CPU, or to improve system design in the case
of a dedicated processor, processor x has no
complete network information. The timeframe
in which processor x operates depends on the

configuration by processor O. After the distribution of processes, processor 0 creates the
complete network structure. Subsequently processor 0 will inform all other processors of
the whereabouts of the various channels using a process network configuration list
(PRONECOL). The location of PRONECOL is predetermined and known to all proces
sors, see Figure 3-2.

Wait tor
No----. configuration

interrupt

1
Get address

task list
(predetermined)

1
Create processes, use (YAPI) ID
to search tor buffer addresses in

tasklist.

0 1
I execute

tasks

NYes

Get next
processor

Generate signal

-after booting

Yes

Configure network
and create

PRONECOL

Figure 3-2 Processor configuration directive

PRONECOL is a list sorted by YAPI process ID. PRONECOL contains detailed infor
mation about all the buffer location. This list can be extended with additional information
ifnecessary. A processor can search for the requested information using the YAPI ID and
channel ID's.

10 ©Koninklijke Philips Electronics N.V. 2001



Chapter 3.\ Process network distribution

3.1.2 Processor assignmcnt

The software support for a target system is called a board-support package (BSP). A BSP
can be considered as a software layer that abstracts from the hardware. It provides hard
ware-specific functions like hardware initialisation code and functions to control the
hardware devices present. The problem of this abstraction level is the difficulty to use
multiple processors of the same type. The boot code's address and exception vector are
the main problem. These addresses are fixed and equal for every instanee used in a mul
tiprocessor environment. If similar processors boot, boot-code is expected at the same
address; also, if an interrupt is received, they all jump to the same exception vector. Due
to operating system (OS) restrictions, as stack construction, multiple processors cannot
execute the same application unless a multiprocessor OS is used. If multiple processor
specific executables are used, a redirect routine is inevitable as Figure 3-3 shows.

MIPSI MI?S\-2 MIPS2 MIPSI MIPSI-2 MIPS2

Figure 3-3 Redirecting a program counter in the case of booting and interrupt handling

This redirect routing realises a jump to the application in case of booting. AIso, processor
specific jump to an installed interrupt service routine (lSR) in the case of an interrupt,
requires a redirect routine. Since this problem was not within the scope of the graduate
project, somebody else took care of this. Where necessary, it is assumed that interrupt
handling is no problem. Due to the fact that redirection to user defined locations is neces
sary, processor identification is essential in order to determine these locations. Processors
within a -partly- homogeneous architecture are virtually indistinguishable if there are no
detectable differences, i.e. extra registers or hardware, which makes it difficult to identify
them. Using a heterogeneous architecture, this problem is partly solved. If there is at
most 1 processor per type, identification is not necessary, because every processor exe
cutes it's own application from a processor specific address. If more processors per type
are used and due to architectural or intemal differences, e.g. a MIPS without a FPU and
one with a FPU, identification becomes an issue if deterministic mapping is required.
Since our architecture uses one executable per processor, a runtime select mechanism is
required. This select mechanism, called a signpost, redirects a processor's program
counter to a physical address containing the executable. The signpost is divided into 3
sections: application selection, processor x, and processor 0, sees Figure 3-4. The real
executable selection is a combination of 'application selection' and 'processor 0'.

Philips Electronics N.V., 2001
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Chapter 3 Solution approach

Processor 0

No

Yes

1- SetlO(ld)

I
:j"ld = index address look-up tabel"'
- SetExecutableAddress(addr)

I*addr = address executable"'
- SetSignaIAddress(addr)

I*addr = address signaI register*'

Yes

GetiOO
I"index address look-up tabie"'

- jump to executable address trom address
table using requested 10 as an index

- execute application

No

Proce,sor x

-start booting

Aoolicarion selection

...
Wait tor

=nfiguration
interrupt

Generate
interrupt on

signal register
received trom

mapping

Figure 3-4 Signpost Directive

Figure 3-5 Executable address tabIe

IDAOOOOO

SCEOOOOO

1ACOOOOO

Executablc address tablc

TA+2

TA+O

TA+ I

Table address (TA) + JO

All processors initiaJly wait for an interrupt. This stage can also be implemented as poll
ing, but then this would require a shared flag and some administration to identify which
processor is signalled. Through a hardware intemIpt, a selected processor must be ini
tialised as processor O. Other processors are assigned an ID by processor 0, this ID is
used as an index for the executable address
look-up tabie, see Figure 3-5. The assignment
of ID's to processors can either be done deter
ministically or randomly. Deterrninistic as
signment requires a more detailed user defined
mapping routine. This routine inforrns a proces
sor of its ID and of the address of its executa
bie. Random assignment uses a randomly gen
erated processor ID. With the help of this ID, a processor randomly indexes the executa
bie address look-up tabie. The big advantages of random assignment are future develop
ments. If processor technologies enable a MIPS to shrink significantly in size, multiple
identical MIPS' can be placed on one IC. Then it is possible to map multiple executables
on multiple processors without specifying the partitioning. This is not automatic load
balancing, since it is predetennined which processes run on which processor2

•

2 In contrast to SpaceCake, where dynamic load balancing is used
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Chapter 3.2 Process communication

3.2 Process communication

Process synchronisation is needed to implement a protocol to read and write data in the
buffers if the depth of a fifo is restricted. One important aspect of YAPI, blocking read if
the fifo is empty and blocking write if the fifo is full, is synchronisation. This handshake
assures system consistency if more items need to be written than available space and if

more items need to be read than available data. This
signal and wait handshake is applied on a semaphore
linked with the YAPI scheduler, see Figure 3-6. A pand
v operation upon a semaphore is based upon the read
and write protocol. This protocol takes care that a wait
or a signal is in order. However, signalling a semaphore
from outside the owner's processor, does not result in an
update of the semaphore. In other words, the processor

itself should signal its own semaphores. This can be done with the help of an interrupt
service routine if an extemal process should be signalled. Signalling a process possibly
results in an interrupt if enabled on the processor who's the owner ofthe semaphore. FOT
this reason, signalling a process does need some administration of the whereabouts of the
owner's processor. AIso, mapping process networks across a number of processors re
quires the ability of a processor to 'do nothing' . If a read or write results in a wait, and
there are no more processes to activate, the processor should 'do nothing' then to wait for
a signal to continue. This is called a processor deadlock, i.e. a processor can't execute
another process. A processor deadlock might result in an overall system deadlock if all
processors cannot proceed anymore. To implement this processor state and the ability to
detect an overall system deadlock, administration is needed of the states of all processors
present. The way to signal processes running on another processor is done using inter
rupts.

Semaphorcc:f "'0

Figure 3-6 Semaphore placement

3.2.1 Signalling processes

~ ..~
IInterrupt cant I )Intenupt cont. I

I SignaI cont I Signal cont. I

I
RAM

Process signalling does not only imply external signalling, i.e. usage of interrupts, but
also direct signalling. Processes scheduled to run on the same processor do not need to be
signalled by the use of an interrupt, a semaphore
can be signalled directly. Moreover, interrupts
should be minimised since one interrupt takes
about 1000 cycles3 to handle, not counting the
actual interrupt service routing (ISR). Therefore,
signalling semaphores -i.e. processes- running
on the same processor should be done directly.
An interrupt is generated by means of a signal
register, see Figure 3-7. Each physical processor
in the architecture has a unique memory mapped Figure 3-7 Signal register usage

3 measured for a MIPS and pSOS as OS
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Chapter 3 Solution approach

signal controller in the global memory map. This controller has 6 memory-mapped 32
bits wide addresses: available through the functions Set, Reset, Enable, Disable, Active
and Mask. Only the last 2 registers correspond to a YAPI task running on the associated
processor. This means that at -most 32 YAPI processes can be mapped onto a single
processor. Behind the Set, Reset, Enable and Disable addresses are no physical registers.
These are write-only addresses. They are used to set and reset bits in the Active and
Mask registers. Writing a value between 0 and 31 to the Set (Reset) address will set
(reset) the corresponding bit in the Active register. Writing to the Enable (Disabie) ad
dress sets (resets) the corresponding bit in the Mask register. When a bit in the Active
register is set and the corresponding Mask bit indicates that the signal is enabled, an
interrupt will be generated to the processor. When the signal is serviced, the processor
will reset the Active bit by writing to the Reset address. The great advantage of a signal
register is the ability not only to generate an interrupt, but also to assign a value to the
interrupt by setting the right bit.

The interrupt service routine of the attached
processor should signal the right process on
basis of the acknowledged interrupt number.
Several signals can be generated simultane
ously. The concept of interrupt handling
requires the same necessity of redirection as
booting. Due to the fact that all instantiated
processors are the same, they all jump to the
same exception vector in case of an interrupt.
Also, there are several processor specific
context registers to save. These registers
contain processor dependable stack informa
tion. Each processor contains a unique ID.
The ISR uses this ID to address the look-up

Figure 3-8 Interrupt handling table previously used. This table is extended
with the address of the processor specific ISR.

A jump from the central ISR, to the processor specÎflc and user defined ISR obtained
from the look-up tabIe, ensures the handling as Figure 3-8 shows.

Due to the previous mentioned properties of a signal controller, it seems impossible to
signal more than 32 processes. Using n parallel signal registers, a larger amount of sig
nals, namely n*32, can be generated, see Figure 3-9.

Figure 3-9 Parallel connection of signal registers
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Chapter 3.2 Process conununication

It is also possible not to link a process to an interrupt number but to a number linked with
for example a shared list. A process should then signal only one bit in the signal register
after it sets an identification mark in the shared list. It is then possible to easily extend the
maximum amount of processes a processor can execute. Due to easily implementation it
is chosen to use an interrupt linked with a process.

Static (deterministic or compile time) mapping is used, but due to dynamic processor
assignment, it is undetermined which processor to signal. Only processor 0 is aware of
the distribution of executables, i.e. the placement of processes. One way to signal a proc
ess is to use a redirect routine, installed on processor O. With this routine processor 0 can
redirect the signal to the right processor. The disadvantage of redirection is the extra
overhead during interrupt handling for processor O. If all interrupts are redirected through
processor 0, the burden of interrupt handling will delay the execution of the scheduled
processes considerably. A better solution is to inform the channel of the whereabouts of
this register and the number associated with a process. These whereabouts should be
placed in an administration form, from where a process can extract the necessary infor
mation to synchronise the communication.

3.2.2 Communication protocol

Channel2
administration

Channell
administration

(YAPI) Channel
name 2

(YAPI) Channel
name I

Figure 3-\ 0 PRONECOL

The processes initialise the various channels created by processor 0 with the use PRO
NECOL. The easiest way to set up a general PRONECOL is by using a task list as repre
sented in Figure 3-10. Though there
are 2 processes who make use of a
channel, there is only one admini
stration needed per channel. This
administration can be process de
pendent accessible to avoid simulta
neous usage. It can also be process
independent accessible, which
means that a greater variation is
possible with regards to the protocol
used to read from and write to a
channel, due to the fact that all
administration is accessible by both
processes.

The basic idea was to design a communication protocol with as little signalling between
processes as possible. To be able to implement as many protocols as possible, which
depends on the availability of buffer administration, the administration of the readlwrite
protocol should be accessible by both processors. It is common that this administration is
updated by one processor and used as decision marker by another. However, this requires
the warranty that both processors cannot access an administration flag simultaneously in
a certain period of time. This is also called mutual exclusion. For example, if one process
decides to wait for a signal and updates an administration flag called wp indicating that it
waits, another process might also decide to wait if he retrieved the value of wp before the

Philips Electronics N.V., 200 I
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Chapter 3 Solution approach

other process had a change to update it. It does not seem difficult to implement mutual
exc1usion using a semaphore. But, usage of semaphores does not exc1ude the possibility
of simultaneous p (try) and v (raise) operations by parallel operating processes. Another
way to realise rimtual exclusion is to implement processor specific atomie readJwrite
actions; for example, a MIPS has these operations available through LL (Load Link) and
sc (Store Conditional). Yet, the disadvantage is to implement processor specific code,
which decreases the reusability of the code across a number of CPU's. Therefore, the
implemented communication protocol was designed to avoid the implementation wise
difficult realisable mutual exclusion with regards to the administration of a buffer. Both
the read and the write protocol can operate simultaneously, see Figure 3-11.

-wrile(destinalion, nilems) clear signa! -read(source, nitems) clear signa!

~ignal
~~ter

No

nilems > data

dala =gel Buffer filli:lJ

Wait tor signal
trom wriler

Yes

No

Send signal
10 reader

~m • '" '0'" ''''"n

Yes

l
Wail tor signaI

trom reader

Figure 3-11 Read/Write protocol

Each protocol first clears all previously received signaIs. This can be done without any
concern about signalloss, because signals which were sent to a non-blocking (or non
active) process, has no value. Only signals to blocking processes should result in an
update of the semaphore. Both protocols will then find out how many items can actually
be written or read. On basis of this information, they will actually read or write and
adjust the administration. Finally, a possible signal and wait handshake is used to write or
read the remaining data. This protocol uses 2 assumptions: correctly implemented room
and data functions, and a binary semaphore. Data and room are 2 functions that calculate
variables needed for strategie decisions. This calculation is based upon the amount of
data currently available and the storage limit of a buffer and this should be done cor
rectly. Also, due to the fact that a writer always signaIs, a reader should only signal a
semaphore once. Whether a signal results in an interrupt is up to the implementation of
this protocol and the timing of enabling and disabling interrupts.
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Chapter 3.2 Process communication

3.2.3 Deadlock detection

schedule task
which can
proceed

>--------No

---No

Yes

Figure 3-12 idle-process scheduling

dead process
scheduled and

running

Signal receiv
(peiling)

When none of the processes of a processor can make progress and at least one of the
processes has not tenninated, we speak of processor deadlock. When all individual proc
essors are deadlocked, we speak of system deadlock. In a heterogeneous multiprocessor
environment, processor deadlock does not automatically imply system deadlock. There
fore, a processor must be able to stall all running processes and start waiting for a signal,
indicating that a process can proceed. It is not possible for a processor to wait and do
nothing, therefore an idle process is scheduled that keeps a processor busy, see Figure 3-

]2. During the execution of an idle proc
ess, a continuous check of each sema
phore ensures the immediate execution of
a process if possible. The disadvantage of
this continuous check is the enonnous
burden put on busload if this semaphore
is not local. For this reason the scheduled
idle process shouldn't dq too much, 50 it
will not generate any hannful busload or
consume any system resources. There
fore, a better solution is to poll a variabie
in memory acting as aflag. Because this
poll-variable is placed in the processor's
cache, there is no harmful busload. This
flag is set and reset through the proces
sor' s interrupt service routine, to prevent
cache coherency problems. To detect
system deadlock, processor 0 keeps an
administration of which processors are
idle (possible processor deadlock). To

make this possible, PRONECOL should in the future be extended with state specific
processor information. As soon as processor 0 schedules its idle process, a dedicated
interrupt bit in the signal register can indicate another processor deadlock. Processor 0
can then find out which processors are idle and if there is a general system deadlock. Of
course, signalling should be minimised. Therefore, idle process signals should only be
passed on to processor 0 if processor 0 schedules its idle process. From this point on,
system deadlock will be detected.

Philips Electronics N.V., 2001
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Chapter 3 Solution approach

3.3 Optimisation of intra processor communication

Every YAPI process is implemented as a separate OS task. On the other hand, it is also
possible to implement all processes as one task by statically scheduling the processes.
This implies statie scheduling. Major performance improvement is achieved due to the
lack of task switches. But the goal is to minimise the code rewriting and to maximise the
performance. A better solution is therefore to introduce a model which implements the
YAPI processes not as separate tasks, but as a collection of combined YAPI processes,
implemented as one task.

3.3.1 Basic idea

I
I

RAM

MIPS

I
Figure 3-13 YAPr process network

imlemented as ane task

Figure 3-14 Process zipping

Figure 3-13 shows the difference between a
general YAPI process network and a combined
YAPI process network. The basic YAPI com
munication semantics, based on the Kahn
model with blocking reads extended with
blocking writes, does not apply for this model
anymore. Because all processes are joint to
gether and implemented as one task, a blocked
task results in a blocked network. Therefore,
this model does not use a co-operative random
scheduler as YAPI, but a co-operative demand
driven one. When a process reads an empty
fifo, it does not really block; the producer of
the empty fifo is called. Since every fifo is
connected between 2 processes, there is always
one consuming process and one producing.
Since a fifo knows between which processes it is connected, it also knows which process
to activate. Therefore, this model is called Active Fifo (AF).
The creation of a collection of processes is called process zipping, see figure 3-14. Proc

ess zipping is the routine to create a YAPI
process network that merely consists of a
master process. The master process contains
the former YAPI processes, but now they
are called jobs. Due to the fact that there is
only one process, there will also be only one
task. While task switching is avoided, the
accompanied performance loss is reduced.
The most important goal of AF is to design
a model with the same communication
semantics and process definition as YAPI. It

should be possible to convert a YAPI process network to an AF implementation and vice
versa, without significant code rewriting.
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Chapter 3.3 Optimisation of intra processor communication

3.3.2 Demand driven scheduling

Co-operative (non pre-emptive) random scheduling is based upon the strategy that a
process is scheduled ifthe current process cannot proceed anymore. The selection of the
next process to activate is non-deterrninistic; it schedules a process based upon the state
of a semaphore. To clarify the problem with demand driven C)c=
scheduling, the example showed in Figure 3-15 will be used. A

This example features a typical state where no deadlock is I
possible if a YAPI process network is used, but where dead-
loek is inevitable if AF is used. Figure 3-15 shows a so-called ~
cycle program. Each process A to D only consume and pro-
duce a token. Processes A, Band C first read a token and then c
write one. Process D first writes a token and then reads one.
Using a non pre-emptive random scheduler, process A, Band
C stall execution. Process D writes a token, subsequently Figure 3-15 Cycle example
reads one and stalIs execution because there is no token avail-
able yet. All processes can execute their main function, because there will always be a
process able to continue. If the same application is implemented using AF, deadlock
occurs. Figure 3-16 features the execution sequence if Cyc\e is implemented as Active
Fifo, assuming that process A will start execution.

~--&==
Figure 3-16 Deadlock occurs ifthe Cycle example is implemented as Active Fifo

Because each job is sequentially executed, job D will continue to read after data is writ
ten. D will read an empty fifo, resulting in the reactivation ofjob A. Job A is still waiting
for data to be supplied by B: deadlock is detected because a job cannot be activated
twice. This deadlock situation can be avoided if job D would stop executing before it
starts to read. If the main function of a job is divided into several states, assuming that
only one state per activation is executed, deadlock will no longer occur, see Figure 3-17.

-
À.

-
À.

-
À.

Figure 3-17 Cycle example implemented as a finite state machine
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Figure 3-17 shows the execution sequence if the n-cycle program is executed using a
finite state machine, where À is the symbol representing the availability of data. This type
of automaton is characterised by having no temporary storage. Since an input file cannot
be reWritten, a fihite automaton -is severely limited in its capacity to "remember" things
during the computation. A finite amount of information can be retained in the control unit
by placing the unit into a specific state. But since the number of such states is finite, a
finite automaton can only deal with situations in which the infonnation to be stored at
any time is strictly bounded. Figure 3-18 is an instanee of a detenninistic finite acceptor
(dfa). A dfa operates in the following manner. At the initial time, it is assumed to be in
the initial state qo (A-read). The transitions from one internal state to another are gov
erned by the transition function Ö. For example, if ö(qo, À) = ql then ifthe dfa is in state qo
(A-read) and the CUITent input symbol is À, the dfa wil! go into state ql (A-write). A dfa is
defined by the quintuple:

I M = (Q, L, Ö, qo, F)
where:

Q is a finite set of intemal states,
L is a finite set of symbols called the input alphabet,
ö: Q * L - Q is a total function called the transition function,
qo ç; Q is the set of potential initial states,

F ç; Q is a set of final states.

The graph in Figure 3-17 represents the general finite state machine, from where the
following quintuple is derived to define a dfa:

M= ({A-read, A-write, B-read, B-write, C-read, C-write, D-read, D-write),

{Á, Á},
Ó,
{A-read, B-read, C-read, D-write},

{A-write, B-write, C-write, D-read})

where Ö is given by for example:
ó (A-write, }.) = D-read and Ó (B-read, À) = C-read

[1]

[2]

-
À.

-
À.

-
À.
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Figure 3-18 N-cyc\e program executed as a dfa using state transition function [2]
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Chapter 3.4 Summary

3.3.3 Multiprocessor environment

CPU2CPUI

Figure 3-19 Deadlock

v.J.

---,-"_~D-,-:E_A_~_K__

Consider the distribution example showed in Figure
3-19. A, B, and C are jobs and the channel between
A and Bare active fifos and the channels between A
and C and Band Care normal YAPI channels. Job B
is dependent of job C and A. Due to the fact that
there is no assumption made to which job starts, B start

.-l........_...,....~
can be the initial one. Because it is dependent on C it
shal! wait. C is dependent of A so it waits as weil.
Since both A and B are in the same task, deadlock
wil! occur, because none of the tasks of CPU 1 -job
A and B- nor CPU2 -job C- can proceed. However,
it is always possible to define a sequence that wil!
not result in a deadlock. Consider the fact that job B
wil! only execute after job A has written data. B can than wait, because job C can read
from A and subsequently write to B. If such a sequence is not possible, deadlock will
also occur using conventional YAPI processes implemented as several tasks. Amistake
by the programmer is then most likely the case. The sequence that leads to a deadlock
free execution, can be derived through the various channels. The sequence is nothing
more than stating which state of process should be executed before a state of another
process. This will lead to a statie scheduled job execution, resulting in even more per
formance improvement.

3.4 Summary

A YAPI process network is distributed across a heterogeneous multiprocessor architec
ture using several different process networks. Processor 0 creates all channels and in
forms all others using a configuration list named PRONECOL. Each process network is
encapsulated in an executable, one per processor, to be assigned to a deterministical!y or
randomly selected processor. Processor 0 does the assignment of executables to all other
processors. The synchronisation between processes is done using a signal and wait hand
shake. Process signalling is interrupt based when communicating with an extemal proc
ess or directly using a semaphore when communicating with an internal process. Proces
sor deadlock does not automatically imply system deadlock, where processor 0 has the
ability to detect system deadlock if all other processors inform processor 0 when dead
locking. Intra processor communication is optimised by reducing the amount of task
switches. Using AF, all processes are not individually implemented as a separate task,
but as a collection implemented as one task. Since there are no task switches anymore,
there will be less overhead. Using AF in a multiprocessor environment does require
process sequence infonnation, which can be derived by the various channels in order to
prevent deadlock. Although, this requires some understanding of the network, further
performance improvement is possible, since a statie scheduled process network is
achieved.
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4 Implementation

This chapter describes in detail the various implementations of the different solution
approaches as described in Chapter 3. The 3 main subjects are mapping, communication
and processor optimisation. The mapping describes the signpost as weil as the several
synchronisations needed. The protocol used to communicate between processes will be
discussed and finally the optimisation method Active Fifo will thoroughly be discussed
and various benchmarks will prove the c1aimed performance gain.

4.1 Multiprocessor initialisation

Initialising a multiprocessor network requires the ability to assign executables to proces
sors. This assignment method we implemented is called a signpost. When an executable
is assigned to a processor, a configuration manager ensures the connection between
processes and buffers. A part of this configuration manager is called PRONECOL.

4.1.1 Signpost

An executable is divided into 3 sections: boot code -i.e. board support package-, OS
initialisation -i.e. pSOS-, and application code -i.e. YAPI process network-, see Figure
4-1. A processor cannot jump from executable to executable if pSOS has already booted.
Due to hard code stack addressing and memory initiali
sation, the executable select mechanism should be exe
cuted before the OS is loaded. In other words, the sign
post needs to be implemented in the Low level boot code.
Therefore, the signpost implementation needs to be partly
assembly code based and partly C. The assembly/C
implementation partitioning is necessary to enable a user
to define the mapping in C as part of the signpost. The
complete signpost implementation can be found in Ap
pendix A. A part of the signpost requires a mapping
directive. This directive tells the signpost from where an
executable should be loaded. This executable assignment
is calIed Configure and is implemented as an API call as
part of the executable of processor O. Therefore, only the
executable of processor 0 should be recompiled and
linked to implement a new mapping. The timing of the
signpost in combination with the Conf igure function is
the core of the actual signpost. To c1arify this, an interac
tion diagram is displayed in Figure 4-2.
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Processor 1

-~

Poll on flag

---.J

Yes
-SendSlgnal--~

~---Setflag----+-+-I

IRQ

Figure 4-2 Interaction diagram timing signpost

An interaction diagram can be seen as an active view upon an object. If processor 0 and
processor x are considered as objects with states and functionalities, each arrow can be
seen as a state transition from one active state to another. Each square indicates a new
active state -in other words, another member function is executed from within the object
-. As Figure 3-4 from Section 3.1.2 describes, a polling mechanism is implemented to
stall the execution of every processor. An interrupt indicates the presence of the ap
pointed executable by processor 0 in the address look-up tabie. This polling mechanism
is implemented in the boot code and timed as Figure 4-2 and Figure 4-3 indicates.

lnit poll register
Li $aO,O

Enab/e interrupts
mfcO $vO,CO SR
li $tO,SR_lEC
or $vl,$vO,$tO
mtcO $vl,CO SR

Poll/aap all register va/ue to wait for interrupt isr wil! set register to 1
4:beq $aO,$zero,4b

nop
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Chapter 4.1 Multiprocessor initialisation

A hardware interrupt needs to be generated [or processor 0 in order to wake-up the sys
tem. The interrupt service routine will set the 'poll flag' and detennines the cpu number.

$tl,$vO,IC InterruptVectorOffset
$tl,O($tl)

Figure 4-3 rSR timing

.-Px: Set flag

-po: SendSignal

$ra

$aO,l
$ra,$14

$tl,$vO,IC_PriorityMaskOffset
$t2,OxOOOOffff
$t2,O($tl)

$aO,$vO
$tO,SetCpuNr
$tO

sw
nop
addiu
lw
#
li
mfcO
nop
rfe
nop
jr
nop

Interrupt service routine
la $aO,LoadCpuNr
jalr $aO
nop
move
la
jalr
nop
# acknowledge interrupt
la $tO,IC_address
jalr $tO
nop
addiu
li

After the interrupt is acknowledged, the signalled processor will load the appointed
executable and execute it as Figure 4-2 indicates.

6f

SvO,$zero,Sf

LoadExecutable

$vO, OxBOOSOOOO
aO,O
Sal,$vO
StoreExecutable

Jump to executable,for processor 0 this isjixed at Ox800S0000
jal GetCpuNr
nop
bne
nop
la
li
move
jal
nop
j
nop

S: j al
nop

jump to executable (should not return)
6:jr $vO

nop

GetCpuNr retrieves the CpU number appointed by processor 0 or 0 for processor O. Proc
essor 0 knows its executable resides at OxSOOSOOOO and stores this address in the execu
table address look-up tabie. Processor x retrieves its executable address from the look-up
table using LoadExecutable with the retrieved cpu number as an index.
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-Setflag--

SendSjgnal-~

StoreExecutable

Processor 0

Yes

}

}

#define NR PROC 2
void* exec[NR_PROC-l] = {OxS0150000)};
extern "C" void Configure()
{

for(int i=l; i<NR_PROC; i++)
SetlrqCheckFlag(O) ;
StoreCpuNr(i);
StoreExecutable(i,exec [i-I]);
SendSignal(Sigc_address(i),O);
while ( ! GetlrqCheckFlag ()) ;

When booted, processor 0 will create the network,
configuring all others using PRONECOL by sending
them an interrupt. This interrupt cannot be sent auto- Figure 4-4 Interaction mapping
matically due to the state of initialisation of a processor.
Therefore a configuration management should synchronise the various processors.

From this point on, a decision is made based upon the
processor ID. If this ID is 0, Configure is called, see
Figure 4-4. Other processors continue to load the executa
bIe, see Figure 4-2.

4.1.2 Configuration management

It is possible that processor x has not yet initialised its signal controller when processor 0
wants to signa\. If processor 0 is really fast and processor x really slow, a signal from
processor 0 to a not initialised signal register will result in a fatal crash because no user
defined ISR has been installed. Therefore, a synchronisation will have to take place,
before the actual root_task (main function of an application from where the process
network is created) can be executed. This synchronisation is implemented as follows.

Table 4- I Synchronise timing root_task

Processor 0 Processor x
I/pO is up and running I/processor 0 up and running?
SetProcOStatus () ; while ( ! GetProcOStatus ()) {}
//enable receiving ofpx signalling //tell pO we 're done initialising
EnableSignal(31); SendSignal (Sigc_address (0) , 31);
I/wait for all signals by all px 's //enable receiving ofpO signalling
while (WAlT) {} EnableSignal (31);

//than wait for signal from pO
while (WAlT) {}

It is unknown which processor is the fastest one. Therefore, it is undetermined which
processor reaches the roo t _tas k first. If processor°is the fastest, it sets a status bit and
waits for signals from all other processors. These other processors first wait for processor
oto set its status bit, because these other processors can weIl be the fastest ones, and then
signal processor O.
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This is the first synchronisation necessary before the actual application can run. Once
synchronised, processor 0 can create all buffers and inform processor x of the where
abouts using PRONECOL. These whereabouts are placed in a struct called settings.

typedef struct settings{
char name[256];

struct dFadmin *dFadmin;

struct
struct

} ;

IIYAP! channel name
Iladministration needed to read and write /rom
II and to the huffer

YCadmin *YCadmin; Iladministration neededfor the read and write protocol
SigcSet ting * Sigc [2]; Ilplacement ofsignal register: [prod][cons]

Struct set tings has 4 members; an identification name similar to the one used in YAPI
to identify a fifo, a buffer administration pointer, a channel protocol administration
pointer, and pointers to both the signal registers -one per processor- attached to a buffer.
These settings are created and initialised for every channel. All settings are put in the
registration form PRONECOL.

class PRONECOL
{

public:
- PRONECOL ( ) ;
void Insert(settings * st);
settings * Get (const char* name);
int Fill();

private:
list <settings*> settingslist;

} ;

PRONECOL is initialised during the process network creation of processor O. In order to
create all buffers present in the complete network, processor 0 should know them all. All
other processors consult PRONECOL for buffer location and attachment to processes. To
ensure the complete initialisation of PRONECOL, all other processors except processor 0
should wait for a signal. This signal will indicate the complete initialisation of PRONECOL.

This is the second synchronisation needed.

Table 4-2 Synchronise process network creation using PRONECOL

Processor 0 Processor x
Iiget numher ofprocessors Ilenabele signalfor PRONECOL
int nrprocessors = LoadCpuNr(); EnableSignal(O);
Iigenerate irq on all pX Ilwait for signal/rom PO
for(i=l; i<=nrprocessors; i ++) while (!PRONECOL_set) {}

SendSignal(Sigc_address(i),O);

PRONECOL_set is a variabIe, which is set if the appropriate interrupt is acknowledged.
Because a processor sets its own f1ag, cache coherency problems will not occur. From
this point on all buffer locations are known to all processors -i.e. all processes-. Each
processor can create its own process network and link the various buffers to the appropri
ate processes. Finally, a third synchronisation must take place to start the execution of the
process network after all channels are initialised.
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4.1.3 Process network creation and synchronisation

Appendix B shows the creation of a process network mapped onto a heterogeneous mul
tiprocessor architecture. An important activity is the creation of PRONECOL. It is processor
depended whether a new PRONECOL is created -processor 0- or obtained from a fixed
address -processor x-.

Iiget pronocol settings(procossor x) or create one (processor 0)
IIGetPronecolAddressO returns fixed address
if (! CPUnr) {

int *pronecol address= (int *)Ox00040200;
pronecol = new PRONECOL;
*pronecol_address = (int)pronecol;

)

el se
pronecol = (PRONECOL *) GetPronecolAddress();

Every processor executes the same constructor code of the process network. Therefore,
the code is processor dependent implemented to enab!e different, processor ID depend
ent, behaviour. For every channel a set t ings object is created and added to PRONECOL.

if (!CPUnr) {
II we 're processor 0, sa we must construct all[if05
for (i=O; i<api()->nrFifos(); ++i)

//create a PRONECOL entryfor everyfifo
set = pSettings = new settings;
strcpy(set->name, ((Fifolmpl*)api()->getFifo(i))->name());
set->dFadmin new dFadmin;
set->Sigc[O] new SigcSetting;
set->Sigc[l] new SigcSetting;
set->YCadmin new YCadmin;
pronecol->Insert(set);

}

}

Next the type of channel to create is determined. The semantics of YAPI are slightly
changed to enable non-interconnected networks. Checking the presence of in -and out
ports attached to a fifo implies the fifo type. If one of them is missing, the channel is
considered to be extemal and signalling should be interrupt based. If all channels are
created, all other processors are informed of the whereabouts of the administration, and
they can proceed to create their own process network, see also table 2. The initialisation
of the signa! register linked with a channel is done at the time of process creation. When
a process is created, an ID can be linked to the process and interrupt value. This ID,
I rqNrSW, is stored in an administration object named SigcSet ting.

28

typedef struct SigcSetting{
Int IrqNrSW;

unsigned int* Sigc_addr;
} ;

Ilirq number for usage later
Iladdress ofsignal controller
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Chapter 4.1 Multiprocessor initialisation

This object is linked with the set tings object through member variable Sigc, alongside
the address of the signal register attached to the processor. A process sets this address
using SetSS and it loads its ows settings using LoadSS as described below.

II set all signal settingsfor consumer offifo
total = impl->nrlnPorts();
for (counter = 0; counter<total; counter++) (

set = pronecol->Get (fb->name () ) ;11jb is pointer to fifoBase class
if (!set)

printf("ERROR, buffer %s not listed\n", fb->name(»;
el se {

Iiset signal controller settingfor producer, ft is pointer toftfo/mpl class
(YAPIChannel *) (fi->rte () ) ) ->SetSS (set->Sigc [1]);

Ilload your signal controller producer setting
(YAPIChannel *) (fi->rte()) ->LoadSS (set->Sigc[O]);

Iiset all signal settingsfor producer offifo
total = impl->nrOutPorts();
for (counter = 0; counter<total; counter++)

set = pronecol->Get(fb->name(»;
if (!set)

printf("ERROR, buffer %s not listed\n", fb->name());
else (

Iiset signal controller settingfor consumer
(YAPIChannel *) (fi->rte(»)->SetSS(set->Sigc[O]);

Ilload your signal controller consumer setting
(YAPIChannel *) (fi->rte (»)) ->LoadSS (set->Sigc[1]);

IRQ

Poll on tiag

Processor x

SendSignal

SendSignal

Yes

All
processors

done

Processor 0

No

Figure 4-5 Interaction start synchronisation

A third synchronisation must take place
before a processor can proceed to
execute after the creation of its process
network, see Figure 4-5. The basic idea
is for processor 0 to wait until all proc
essors have signalled and then to in
struct all other processors to continue.
Every other processor awaits this third
synchronisation call before it continues
to execute. The synchronisation is
necessary to prohibit a processor's
execution before the initialisation of all
channels is done. During the initialisa
tion of a channel, both processes at
tached to a channel initialise their parts
of the settings object. If a processor
does not wait for this to finish, a call to
a signal register's address that has not
yet been set, will result in a crash.
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4.1.4 Deadlock detection

Another important aspect of process network synchronisation, is deadlock detection and
the possibility of scheduling an idle process. As soon as none of the processes can pro
ceed, the YAPI scheduler4 checks the possibility of deadlock. If deadlock is detected, a
ze roO _ fune or idle process task is created and started.

l/checkfor deadlock
if (n->deadloek ()) (

l/create new task zeroOJunc
n->task = new Task(zeroO fune,n);
listart idle process (zeroOJunc)
n->task->start();

}

else (
Ilij really deadlock, than fatal
n->os.setDeadloekHandler(fatal_fune,n);
n->task = new Task(elean_fune,n);
n->task->start();

This idle process should do nothing except waiting for an interrupt indicating that one of
the processes is able to execute.

void zeroO fune(void* arg)
(

Iinothing to do, waitingfor signal
while (!Progress()) {}
Ilprogress possible, reset progress bit
DisableProgressDeteetion();
((ehannelNetwork*)arg)->task->exit() ;

DisableProgressDeteetion resets the progress bit, sa another scheduling of the idle
process results in the same behaviour. The Progress function polls a variabie, which is
placed in cache sa no harmful busload is generated. This variabie can only be set by the
ISR if one of the blocked processes can proceed. Signalling processes that are not
blocked do not result in a successful Progress detection.

As shown in this chapter, the construction of the process network heavily depends upon
the possibility of constructing different types of intemal and external communication
channels. An important feature to realise this is the structural pattern Channel.

4 This scheduler is called Pamela
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4.2 Channel

This Section describes the structural pattem of the communication buffers between proc
esses, which are called channels. AIso, the implemented read/write protocol will be
discussed. This protocol is implemcnted to minimise the signalling and maximise
concurrency, i.e. read/write, and throughput of a channel.

4.2.1 Structure

The intention is to provide an interface for creating families of related or dependent
objects without specifying their concrete classes. Consider a channel that supports multi
ple signalling standards, multiple different types of buffers and multiple different types of
read/write protocols. Different channels define different behaviours. To he portable
across these standards, an application should not hard-code its signalling, read/write
protocol and buffer types for a particular implementation. Instantiating signalling,
read/write protocol and buffer specific classes throughout the application makes it hard to
change the implementation. Defining an abstract Channel factory that declares an inter
face for creating each basic kind of protocol, signalling principal and buffer type, solves
this problem. There are also abstract classes for each kind of protocol, signalling princi
pal and buffer type, and concrete subclasses to implement them for specific standards.
This abstract factory is used when a channel should be independent of how its imple
mentation classes are created, composed and represented. Moreover, by using the Chan

nel library, user defined buffers, read/write protocols and signalling principles can easily
be implemented since the interface is fixed, but not their implementations, see Figure 4
6. To clarify the different stages of the Channel factory, Figure 4-6 is divided into 4
sections: Abstract factory, Concrete Factory, Administration, and Configuration. The
Abstract Factory defines the interface and structure for Channel. The Concrete Factory
can be seen as a platform application programmer's interface (PAPI) that defines the
primitives, which the Abstract Factory calls. Administration defines the objects needed to
make Channel usabie for multiple processors and Configuration is the configuration
manger PRONECOL S

•

5 See Section 3.1.1
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channel

PRONECOL

(l-PRONECOLO
UlnsertO
g<3etO
~FiIiO

YCadmin

~;áws : unsigned int
~s : unsigned int
~wp :char*
~rp: char*
~wn : unsigned int
~n : unsigned int
~maxSize : unsigned int
~tokenSize : unsigned int

settings

1E-+_Y_C_a._d_m_i_n <>~name: char [256]

1 (l-setlingsO .. n

,.._._.~ _ .

Configuration

+S8,/#ngslis
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Figure 4-6 UML definition Channel
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One important design aspect was the easy implementation of the backbone of the Chan

nel factory in combination with pre-created administration objects. These administration
objects are needed to combine the administration to implement a fifo or a read/write
protocol, with multiprocessor usage. Multiprocessor usage can require atomic read/write
of the administration. Therefore, the administration objects are separated from the con
crete channel classes like YAPIChannel.

The Channel factory is derived as follows. The backbone ofthe Channel factory consists
of 4 classes: Buffer, BufferType, Archi tecture and Channel. All channels are de
rived from Buffer. User defined read/write protocols can easily be implemented when
derived as a concrete Channel like YAPIChannel.

class Channel: public Buffer
(

public:

void Wait() (pArch->Wait{)i)
void Signal{) ( pArch->Signal{) i )

void SetSS{struct SigcSetting *ss) ( pArch->SetSS{sS)i )
void LoadSS(struct SigcSetting *ss) { pArch->LoadSS(ss)i

protected:
Architecture * pArchi

} i

//user creates YAPIChannel, using a predeterminedprotocollor process communication
class YAPIChannel: public rteFifo, public Channel
{

public:

void read (void *, unsigned int);
void write{const void *, unsigned int);

private:

YCadmin *admin;
) ;

YAPIChannel is the concrete implementation class not only for Channel but also rte

Fifo. rteFifo is the abstract fifo definition used in YAPI. YAPIChannel defines the
implementation of the read/write semantics. These semantics are based upon a signal and
wait handshake. These signal and wait properties should be user defined, not hard code.
Therefore, Channel implements 4 main functions, Wait, Signal, SetSS and LoadSS and
a pointer to an Architecture where the concrete implementations of Signal and Wait

are implemented. SetSS and LoadSS are 2 member functions to enable the separaté
creation and initialisation of a signal register in combination with an installed interrupt.
Archi tecture is an abstract base class as Figure 4-6 shows. Deriving a class from Ar

chi tecture, like SHC (SoftwareHardwareCommunication) and ssc (SoftwareSoftware
Communication), enables a user to define 4 major architectural dependencies: Signal,

Wai t, Load and Store. Signal and wai t have been implemented as semaphores for
programmabIe processors.

6 see 4.3.1
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SHC is an example of a concrete Archi tecture c1ass, where semaphores in combination
with interrupts are used to implement the signal and wait principle.

class SHC: public Architecture
(

public:

Signal();
Wait();
Store(void *dst, const void *src, int n);
Load(void *dst, const void *src, int n);
SetSS(SigcSetting *ss);
LoadSS (SigcSetting *ss) { ss = ss; }

void
void
void
void
void
void

virtual
virtual
virtual
virtual
virtual
virtual

private:
Semaphore sema;
SigcSetting* SS;

} ;

A link between a process and an interrupt must be created to use interrupts for signalling
other devices. Setting a bit in the previously discussed signal register can generate an
interrupt. The value of this bit is the link between a process and an interrupt. This link is
created using SetSS during the initialisation of the administration needed for the com
munication component SHC. SetSS is called at the time ofnetwork creation, see 4.1.3.

void SHC::SetSS(SigeSetting* ss)

l/create var to store installed interrupt bit in
int irqnr;
unsigned int *addr;
Ilinstall interruptfor this object and store bit number in irqnr
Installlrq(this, irqnr);
Iiset appointed irq number (uncaehed) in administration
ss->IrqNrSW = *(int *)CHP_uncache(&irqnr);
Ilretrieve signa! address ofthis epu
addr = Sigc_address(GetCpuNr());
listare this address uneached in administration
ss->Sigc addr = (unsigned int*)CHP_uncache(addr);

The link is created by means of an Installlrq. This function creates the link by as
signing a bit from the signal register to the process, see Figure 4-7.

void Installlrq(Arehitecture * pA, int &irqnr)
{

Ilg!oba! counter
statie int IrqNr
Iiset proeess pointer
ArchlrqSR[IrqNr]
Iisel referenee
irqnr = IrqNr;
liraise globa! cOtmter
IrqNr++;

0;

pA;

Figure 4-7 ArchIrqSR
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ArchI rqSR is a global array filled with Archi tecture pointers, where each pointer
represents the process linked with an interrupt value. When an interrupt occurs, a call to
ArchlrqSR[pos] ->IrqSignal (pOS), where pos represents the bit number ofthe signal
register -i.e. the signalled process-, redirects the ISR to the user defined process signal
ling handier.

void SHC::lrqSignal{int irqnr)
{

//sema is a Semaphore
sema.signal() ;

)

The Load and Store member functions are needed to implement not only user defined
buffer types but also to implement pre defined buffer types in combination with archi
tectural dependent data exchange. For example:

void SHC::Store{void *dst, const void *src, int n)
{

memcpy{dst, src, n);
)

or

void SHC::Store{void *dst, const void *src, int n)
{

for (int i = 0; i<n; i++)
*dst++ = *src++;

Both Store functions result in a similar behaviour; however, memcpy might be a directive
that is not supported by every epu. Moreover, other data exchange properties can easily
be implemented without the overhead of redefining a new fifo.

class dFifo : public BufferType
{

public:
virtual void put {const void* p, unsigned int nitems 1);
virtual void get{ void* p, unsigned int nitems 1);
virtual unsigned int size{) const;
virtual unsigned int data{) const;
virtual unsigned int roomt) const;

private:
dFadmin* admin;

) ;

Class dFifo is a concrete implementation of a fifo. All functions are called from YAPI

Channel and are used to communicate with a fifo. Size, data and room are member
functions to retrieve the status of the fifo. The actual protocol used to retrieve this infor
mation is encapsulated in YAPIChannel: : read and YAPIChannel: : wri te.
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4.2.2 Communication protocol

The communication protocol is such that most procèssing device can implement it effi
ciently. This means that there could be a hardware implementation for hardware accel
erators. There is a software implementation for programmabie processors. The protocol
handles the communication and synchronisation between processes running on different
processors. It is very transparent in the sense that a process does not have to know the
implementation of the task it is communicating with. It may be implemented on the same
processor, another programmabie processor or a hardware-based processor. The channels
are shared resources between tasks and should be protected in order to guarantee correct
functioning. The YAPI primitives are implemented using a so-caIIed twin-semaphore
protocol to proteet the shared channel resources. This protocol is such that there needs to
be processor specific semaphores Iike hardware semaphores, test-and-set polling sema
phores or likewise; however, there is no need for atomie read-writes

void YAPIChannel: :write(const void *p, unsigned int nitems)
{

Iiset administration
admin->wp = (char*)p;
admin->wn = nitems;
lisome code to deal with YAPI selective read

while (admin->wn) {
Iiget space
unsigned int r = room();
llealculate actual amount ofitems to be written
unsigned int nw = (admin->wn > r) ? r admin->wn;
if (nw) {

Ilwrite items
put (admin->wp, nw);
Ilupdate administration
admin->wp += nw*tokenSize;
admin->wn -= nw;
Iisignal reader that it can read
Signal() ;
Ilifmore items to write, wait
if (admin->wn) {

Ilblock indicates blocking writer, so buffer cannot expand
admin->wblock true;
Wait();
admin->wblock falsei

}

el se {
Ilblock indicates blocking writer, so buffer cannot expand
admin->wblock true;
Wait() ;
admin->wblock false;
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The write protocol as presented in Figure 3-11, does not use any administration which is
updated or used by the read protocol. As explained before, Signal and Wait use a
semaphore to stall and continue the execution; however, Signal (v) and Wait (p) might
occur simultaneously and are not atomie. Considcr the fact that signalling is interrupt
based. If a process executes a wa i t, the administration of a semaphore is consulted to see
if any signals have oceurred. Based on this information, a decision will be made what to
do, for instanee to wait. Only a processor itself has the ability to enable and disable inter
rupts. A signal wil! always result in an interrupt if the bit mask enables that specific
interrupt. Enabling signalling should only be done if aspecific process is waiting. There
fore, if a process intends to wait, it first disables signalling to consult the semaphores,
which might result in a blocked process. If the next process -possible the idle proeess
enables the interrupt of the block process, mutual exclusion with regard to the pand v
operations is implemented and signalling can occur.

void SHC::Signal()
{

Ilmake sure SS->Sigc_addr is an uncached address
SendSignal(SS->Sigc_addr, SS->IrqNrSW);

}

Waiting for a signal should implement the atomie usage of a semaphore by a processor.
DisableSignal ensures that no signalling will occur while consuiting the administration
of a semaphore needed to wait.

void SHC::Wait()
(

Ildisable only process signal
DisableSignal(SS->IrqNrSW);
Illet 's wait a while
sema.wait();
Ildisable again, other processes enable signalling during wait
DisableSignal(SS->IrqNrSW);

}

When a process does not wait anymore, a process should again disable it's -unwanted at
that time- signaIs, because these signals were previously enabled by the next process that
was scheduled. The read method works almost identical to the wr i te method. However,
signalling depends on the presence of data and the amount of items previously read. The
reason why the writer always signals and the reader doesn 't, is synchronisation. If the
writer is considered as the master of the channel, it will teil (signal) the reader that data is
available. The reader wiJl only signal if the fifo eontained data which is read and if more
data is requested.
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void YAPIChannel::read(void* p, unsigned int nitems)

Iiset administration
admin->rp (char*) p;
admin->rn = nitems;

while (admin->rn) {
Iiget amount ofdata in buffer
unsigned int d = data();
llea/cu/ate actua/ amount ofdata which can be read
unsigned int nr = (admin->rn > d) ? d admin->rn;
Print ("read %d token(s) of %d\n", nr, admin->rn);
if (nr) {

Ilread data
get(admin->rp, nr);
Ilupdate administration
admi~->rp += ~r*tokenSize;

admin->rn -= nr;
Ilij more items need to be read, signa/ writer and waitlor signa/
i f (admin->rn)
{

Signal() ;
Wait() ;

}

Ilijnothing can he read, than na items present, wait for signa/ indicating the
Ilavailability ofdata
else

Wait();
}

}

Signalling between processes that run on different processors is implemented using these
read and write protocols. An interrupt (signal) wil! only occur when a process depends on
it, because a process itself enables and disables this. Other signals will not be lost as an
enabling of a bit of the signal register assures the immediate generation of an interrupt.
This protocol is such that the read and wr i te methodology of YAPI can easily be im
plemented without the need of difficult mutual exclusions. This protocol is not fully
optimised to generate as few signals as possible, but considering the fact that no shared
administration is needed, signalling is minima!. However, Channel is optimised to easily
implement several different protocols that possibly do. Channel does assure the possibil
ity of optimising inter processor communication. Further optimisation can be achieved by
optimising the intra processor communication.
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4.3 Active Fifo

Active Fifo (AF) is a method to reduce the number of task switches in order to improve
the performance of a single processor. This section will describe the core of AF, in other
words how non-blocking AF read/write calls are used to implement blocking YAPI
read/write calls. This section will also describe the implementation of a finite state ma
chine in combination with AF, of which the basics have previously been discussed7

• The
problems implementing AF in a multiprocessor environment can require the use of a pre
determined sequence. These sequences are based on the order of read and write state
ments and the size of a fifo, as explained in Section 3.3.3. The way this is modelied and
implemented is also described in this section. An important issue is code rewriting. This
should be minimised in order to make AF widely usabie. Therefore, the actual code
difference between AF and YAPI will be discussed and how a process is converted to a
job and vice versa. Finally, a benchmark test has been completed in order to prove the
performance profit possible when a YAPI process network is modelIed and implemented
using AF.

4.3.1 Core

A common side-effect of partitioning a system into a collection of co-operating objects is
the need to maintain consistency between related objects. You don 't want to achieve
consistency by making the objects tightly coupled, because that reduces their reusability.
For example, an analogue/digital dock separates the presentational aspects of the user
interface from the underlying application data. übjects defining application data and
presentations can be reused independently. They can work together too. Both an second
hand object and a digit object can depict information in the same application data object
using different presentations. The second hand and the digit don't know about each other,
thereby letting you reuse only the one you need. But they behave as though they do.
When the user changes the information in the second hand, the digit reflects the changes
immediately, and vice versa8

. This behaviour can also be applied to buffers used in a
YAPI process network.
A process does not know which process is on the other side of the buffer. This behaviour
implies that reading a buffer is dependent on the data object and therefore should be
notified of any change in its state. AF describes how to establish these relationships, see
Figure 4-8. The key objects are Acti ve Fifo and Job. An Acti ve Fifo may have any
number of dependent jobs. All jobs (one in the current YAPI implementation) are noti
ficd whenever the Acti ve Fi fo undergoes a change in state. In response, each Job will
query the Acti ve Fi fo to synchronise its state. This kind of interaction is also known as
publish-subscribe. Acti ve Fifo is the publisher of notifications. This notification is to
teil a producing Job that the fifo is empty. It sends out these notifications without having
to know who its jobs are. Any number ofjobs can subscribe to receive notifications.

7 see Section 3.3.2

8 for a live example, see the Windows clock
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The intention of AF is to define a one-to-many (currently one-to-one) dependency be
tween objects so that when one object changes state, all its dependants are notified and
updated automatically, see also appendix C for the full implementation.
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Figure 4-8 UML definitian Active Fifa

The abstract Acti ve Fifa can be defined to be Ctrl. All an Acti ve Fifa knows is that
it has a Job with the simple interface of the Job c\ass. Acti ve Fi fa doesn't know the
concrete c\ass ofany Job. Thus coupling between Active Fifa and Jobs is abstract and
minima\. Because Active Fifa and Job aren't tightly coupled, they can belong to dif
ferent layers of abstraction in a system to improve the hierarchy. A lower-Ievel Active

Fifa can communicate and infonn a higher-level Job, thereby keeping the system's
layering intact. If Active Fifa and Job are lumped together, then the resulting object
must either span two layers (and violate the layering), or it must be forced to live in one
layer or the other (which might compromise the layering abstraction). An important
design aspect of AF was the portability with YAPI and vice versa. Therefore, AF and
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more particularly Job has the same communication semantics as YAPI, namely inports to
read from and outports to write t~. Also a Job has a main function like YAPI processes.
To be able to use AF and YAPI processes together, some name distinguishes were neces
sary. All violating class definitions like InPort and In, are preceded with an 'a' from
Active: Inport =:> ~Inport and In =:> ~In.

The key core of AF is the activation of a producing Job if a consuming Job reads an
empty fifo. Implementing a notification request, where a notification implies an empty
buffer, does this. Unlike an ordinary request, the notification that Acti ve Fi fo sends
needn 't specify its receiver. The notification is broadcasted automatically to the attached
jobs. The simplest way [or Act i ve Fifo to keep track of the Job it should notify, is to
store references to them explicitly in Active Fifo, or more precisely in its base class
Ctrl.

class Ctrl

virtual void Setjob (Job & rTl { Attach (&rT); }
virtual void Attach (Job* 0)

//attachjob by adding to array a pointer
pJob[nJobNr] = 0;

//initially set to 0
nJobNr++;

}

virtual bool Notify(ActiveFifo<T> *pAF)

//for all jobs attached to fifa, caU mainO
for(int i = 0; i< nJobNr; i++)

if (pJob[i]->main())
return false;

//when cal/ed, return 'FSM sleep' status
return true;

}

return false;

private:
int
Job*

} ;

nJobNr;
pJob[MAX JOB_TO_NOTIFY];

The Ct rl class has a member function called pJob, which is implemented as an array.
This is done for future developments. Currently, YAPI channels are only connected
between 2 processes. Yet, it might be useful to connect a channel to more than 2 proc
esses. To be able to extend the portability of AF, a precautionary measure like an array of
Jobs and extending the At tach member function have already been taken. Notify re
turns the status of the Job, true for finished and false for not. Constructing an AF
channel has not been fully developed. This means that no effort has been taken to make
an AF self-Iearning, which means that an AF cannot detect its producer automatically.
Therefore, it must be explicitly defined which Job is attached to which AF using the
member function Setjob.
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consumer.SetJob(producer);

Where consumer is considered to be aeonsuming process and producer the producing
one of a buffer. AIso, -YAFI randomly decides which process begins theexecution. In
order to simulate this, al! jobs must be cal!ed sequential!y from the main function of the
process from where AF is implemented.

void mainProcess: :main()
{

Iitell Active Fifa what producer job is
consumer.SetJob(producer);
bool finished = true;
Iinow start all jobs en make sure they all finish
while (1)
{

listart all jobs repeatedly until they are finished
if (!consumer.main()) finished = false;
if (!producer.main()) finished = false;
Ilmake sure that all jobs are finished befare returning
if (finished) return;
Ildid not finish all jobs, continue start all over
el se finished = true;

}

}

A Job is finished whenever its main function returns false, so a while loop is used to
ensure the completion of the various jobs. Therefore, the main ftmction of a Job is altered
compared to YAPI processes from void to bool.

The question is who should trigger the notification when an empty fifo is detected. Ac

tive Fifo and its Job rely on this notification mechanism to produce data. But, what
object actual!y cal!s Notify to trigger the main function ofthe attached Job? There are 2
options:

• Have state-setting operations on Active Fifo cal! Notify after they change the state
of an Active Fifo. The advantage ofthis approach is that clients don't have to re
member to cal! Not i fy on the Job. The disadvantage is that several consecutive op
erations wil! cause several consecutive cal!s to Job: : main which may be inefficient.

• Make clients' responsible for calling Notify at the right time. The advantage here is
that a client can wait to trigger the Job: :main function, until after a series of state
changes has been made, thereby avoiding needless intermediate cal!s. The disadvan
tage is that clients have an added responsibility to trigger Job: : ma in. That makes er
rors more likely, since clients might forget to cal! Notify.

11 is therefore chosen to implement Notify cal!s from within Active Fifo, as shown in
Figure 4-8. This cal! is encapsulated in the GoRead rnember function of Active Fifo,

see also Figure 4-9.
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virtual ProducerStatus GoRead (T & X)

Notify

Fifo.lsEmpty

{

( !bActive ) (
Ilmake fifa active, cannot
Ilread active fifa
bActive = true;
Ilij written in fifa, notify user ij
//instructed cal! producerjob
if (!Notify(this))

return DEAD;
l/cannot read at this time
return ALIVE;

}

else
if

Ildata infifo?
if( !Fifo.IsEmpty())

X = Fifo.GetFront();
Fifo.Dequeue() ;
Ilread is a succes, fifa inactive
bActive = false;
return SlJCCESS;

Job

main

!FifolsEmply

Aclive Fifo Ctn

Figure 4-9 Interaction read empty buffer

}

Ilread again ijactive and still na data avail
Ilabie lafter first notify
else (

if (!Notify(this))
return DEAD;

l/cannot read at this time
return ALIVE;

GoRead is called from the read function of an alnPort, see Figure 4-8. Jobs still commu
nicate with each other with the help of in -and outports. As shown in Figure 4-8, alnPort

has an Activate and a DeActivate member function.

virtual void Activate()
(

bActive = true;

virtual void DeActivate()

bActive = false;

These member functions are used to detect deadlock. Deadlock is declared if an alnPort

is read for the second time, in other words if an active alnPort is read. As explained in
Section 3.3.2, deadlock can occur ifthe main function ofa Job is implemented similar to
YAPI. This problem is solved if a state machine is implemented, which stalIs the execu
tion of a Job at specific points.
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4.3.2 State Machine

Figure 4-10 UML definition finite state machine

Job

~nSignaINr: int
~nWaiINr: int

,----_("---)rr- l
L_

State

11\ 1
-pWaitJob

ftmain()
I!SlaleO

1..n (!typeO
K~FSMO K>--------7I"SetSignaIO
L~ExecuteO -pSlate I!SetWaitO
r.!RunO gSignalO
It~Finished(\ aWaitO

(j!WaitJobO
r.!SignalNrO
fJlWaitNrO
IIResetWaitO

I~ResetSianal()

,----_r:r- l
L

FSM

The intention of the sta{e machine is
to allow an object to alter its behav
iour when its internal state changes.
The object will appear to change its
class. A finite state machine as used
in AF, consists of merely 3 classes:
FSM, State, Job; see Figure 4-lOand
Appendix D. It localises state
specific behaviour and partitions
behaviour for different states. The
state machine puts all behaviour
associated with a particular state into
one object. Because all state-specific
code lives in the State subclass, new
states and transitions can be added
easily by defining new subclasses.
An alternative is to use data values to
define internal states and have con
text operations check the data ex
plicitly. But then we would have
look-alike conditional or case state
ments scattered throughout the im
plementation. Adding a new state
could require changing several op-
erations, which complicates maintenance. The implemented FSM avoids this problem, but
might introduce another, because it distributes behaviour for different states across sev
eral State subclasses. This increases the number of classes and is less compact than a
single class. But such distribution is actually good if there are many states, which would
otherwise necessitate large conditional statements. Like long procedures, large condi
tional statements are undesirable. They're monolithic and tend to make the code less
explicit, which in turn makes them difficuIt to modify and extend. FSM offers a better way
to structure state-specific code. The logic that detennines the state transitions doesn 't
reside in monolithic if or swi tch statements, but instead is partitioned between the
Sta te subclasses. Encapsulating each state transition and action in a class, elevates the
idea of an execution state to full object status. That imposes structure on the code and
makes its intent clearer.

class ConcreteState: public State<ConcreteState>

public:
virtual State<AnotherConcreteState>* main(Job *)i

virtual const char* type() const
return "concrete state example"i }

} i
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The main function is called from FSM if another state should be executed. FSM also del iv
ers a Job pointer from where the state can access the in -and outports of the Job. The
ActiveFifo class calls through the Ctrl class the main function ofthe Job, which ought
to produce data for an empty buffer. The main function of a Job should caU its FSM in
order to execute the current state.

bool MainJob::main()
{

return mainFSM.Execute(this);

When an object defines its current state solely in terms of intemal data values, its state
transitions have no explicit representation; they only show up as assignments to some
variables. Introducing separate objects for different states makes the transitions more
explicit. AIso, if Sta te objects have no instance variables -that is, the state they repre
sent is encoded entirely in their type- then contexts can share a State object. When states
are shared in this way, they have no intrinsic state, only behaviour. The Execute function
of FSM realises the execution of the next state.

if ( pState ) {
State<T>* state = NULL;

state = pState->main(pJob);
pState state;
return false;

)

el se
return true;

pS t a t e is a pointer to the next state to execute. This pointer is set with the next state by
the current state when returned.

State<S>* SI: :main(S *pJ)
{

return &pJ->S2;

Since all states are created in the Job, that uses a FSM, the return state -i.e. next state- can
be accessed through the delivered Job pointer pJ. FSM remembers this state pointer in
pState. pState is initialised through the constructor of FSM that should be done in the
constructor ofthe Job, which is implemented as a finite state machine.

mainFSM(ID, InitState)

Ini tState is the initial state of the FSM. FSM returns true or false indicating that the
final state has passed. As explained in Section 2.3.2, AF increases the reusability because
a process network is modelIed in as many jobs as possible. When modelling a Job as a
finite state machine, the reusability of specific parts of a Job increases even more. Be
cause a Sta te does not have any binding to a FSM, a State can be reused in multiple
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FSM'S. This not only results in the easy reuse of complete jobs, like for instanee an IDCT,
but more specific parts like the calculation of the prescale of an IOCT. As explained in
Section 3.3.3, a problem arises when implementing AF in a multiprocessor environment.
Suggested was to implement an AF scheduler, which uses a user definable sequence from
where the execution sequence of the various jobs is defined. Combining this sequence
with a state machine, enables us to define more precisely which state should be executed
in sequence to another, instead of a complete Job. This results in an even more accurate,
possible statie, scheduling of a process network. This again promises even more per
formance increase.

4.3.3 Execution sequence

The most common method to implement a scheduler to non pre-emptive sequence the
--'--utl'on ofJ'obs I'S on~ bas~d ..~~~ ~~~n~I.~~~~ TI-.~~e ~",~~~I.~~",~ ~~'" ",~ .. :~~~;l ...:.1. ~
I;)\'I;\" \" \" UPVIl ""'IlIUPIlVI "'3. lil"''' 3"'lllUPIlVI "''' UI'" "''i UIPP"'U "lUI P

(wait) and v (signal) operations as weil with a pointer to the state that should be executed
first. See Appendix E for the complete implementation. When a Job is not configured as
a finite state machine, an application designer is responsible to implement the signal and
wait throughout the code. If the Job is modelied as an fSM, the fSM takes care this and
implements a semaphore to realise this; all a developer has to do then is to define a se
quence.

Sequence(cons.exe, prod, prod.exe);

This sequence indicates that state exe of job cons should wait for job prod in particular
state exe. A process network consists of one semaphore per sequence. A number, I D,

assigned by Semaphore identifies each sequence. Also, each semaphore is equipped with
a counter Sta rt, indicating the amount of signalling which has occurred.

typedef struct{
//identification ofthe semaphore
int Nr;
//all/ount ofsignals received
int Start;

} PENV;

These semaphores are encapsulated in one c1ass, called Semaphore.

class Semaphore
{

public:
I/signa! semaphore
void Signal(Job *pJ, int Cnt);
//waitfor semaphore
bool Wait(Job *pJ, int Cnt);
PENV vJob[MAX_NR_OF_SEMAPHORES);
//which job is busy
bool vJobBusy[MAX_NR_OF_SEMAPHORES];

} ;
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Semaphore has several member functions, the most important ones are Signal and Wai t.

Wai t is of course not blocking, since this would result in a blocked Job and subsequently
in a blocked process network. Wai t assures the execution of the Job it supposed to wait
for and it will wait until it receives a signal that it can continue. This means that data is
available and that a read can successfully occur.

void Semaphore: :Signal(Job *pJ, int Cnt)

//Job ent can execute one more state
vJob[Cnt] .Start++;

vJob is a member array of Semaphore. The wait member function consults this flag to
decide whether data is available or whether it should wait.

bool Semaphore::Wait(Job *pJ, int Cnt)
Consumer Producer

Figure 4-11 Interaction diagram sequence

l/first check status ofJob where to wait for
if (vJobBusy[Cnt]) {

//if busy: dead!ock, signa! and return
vJob[Cnt] .Start++;
return true;

}

else
//ifnot busy. set job to busy
vJobBusy[Cnt] = true;

Ilifno signa! was given, start job
while (!vJob[Cnt] .Start)

//call mainfunction
if (pJ->main()) {

//job is finished, do not wait
vJobBusy[Cnt] = false;
return false;

}

IIOne !ess signa!
vJob[Cnt] .Start--;
Iinot busy anymore
vJobBusy[Cnt] = false;
return true;

Start

main

Wa it does not call a specific state, but it calls the main function of a Job, see Figure 4-11.
If a specific state would be called, the state transitions can be messed up. Therefore a
while loop is invoked which repeatedly calls the main function of a Job until it received
a signaL

To be able to use AF in combination with YAPI, code rewntmg should be minimaL
However, this is difficuIt if a YAPI process needs to be converted to an AF job. Minimal
code rewriting is possible if an AF job is converted to a YAPI process, which will be
demonstrated next.
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4.3.4 Program example YAPI vs. AF

As stated, converting a YAPI process network to an AF job is difficult without some
code rewriting due to the necessity of an FSM. This conflicts with the point of departure
that code rewriting should be minima\. However, it will be demonstrated that there is
little to no code rewriting needed, if a job is converted to a process. This paragraph will
demonstrate how an initial YAPI process is converted to an AF job, and how an AF job
is then converted back to a YAPI process, in
cluding the usage of an FSM without significant
code rewriting. To demonstrate this an artificial
program was used, called acycIe, see Figure 3-14
in Section 3.3.1 and repeated and extended for
your convenience in Figure 4-12. The process
netwOïk cûnsists of 5 processes. 4 Processes first
read than write and 1 process first writes and than
reads. The complete source code of this conver
sion can be found in Appendix F.

The YAPI process definitions are as follows. The c1ass RW and WR are encapsulated in one
class, named Pass.

class Pass public Process
{

public:
Pass (Id n, In<int>& i, Out<int>& 0, int num)j
const char* type() const { return" Pass "j }

void main()j
private:

InPort<int> in;
OutPort<int> out;
int n;

) ;

The main function is equal for all processes, yet the first one to be selected by the sched
uier to execute is appointed to first write than read, all others first read than write.

void Pass:: main ()
{

int i, buf[S];
if (n == 0) {

for (i=O; i<S; i++) //appoinled 10 be process WR
buf[i] = ij

wri te (out, buf, S);
)

for (int i=O; i<N; i++)

//for process RW and WR, read subsequenlly write
read(in, buf, SJ;
write{out, buf, SJ;

}

}
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In AF Pass constructs the different states and initialises an FSM. AIso, the ports are con
verted to active ports and the main function is bool instead of void.

class Pass : public Job
{

public:
Pass(Id n, aIn<int>& i, aOut<int>& 0, int num):

Job (n),
in {id ( " in"), i),
out(id{"out"), 0),
n (num),
I/state machine initialisation
mainFSM (this, I)
{ }

const char* type{) const { return "Pass";
baal main{);
//needs to he public in orderlor FSM to access
aInPort<int> in;
aOutPort<int> out;
/lfor loop counters
int n;
int ent;
//FSM declaration
FSM<Pass> mainFSM;
I/State declaration
Init I;
RW rw;

} ;

To convert this process to AF, amongst other things, the biggest bottleneck is the nested
for loop. This is solved by explicitly defining each for loop in different states. To be
able to do this, the states must first be defined.

class Init: public State<Pass>
{

public:
virtual State* main(Pass *);

} ;

class RW: public State<Pass>
{

public:
virtual State* main{Pass *);

} ;

The ma in function of each state encapsulates the functionality of parts of the ma i n func
tion of Pass. The administration ofthe original for loop is placed in Pass, because some
of the administration is needed in both states. Since one state is executed at a time, a
conditional if statement replaces the original for loop. Retuming pointers to states
initialises and executes the state transition.
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State<Pass>* Init: :main(Pass *pJ)

pJ->Cnt = N-l;
if (pJ->n == 0) {

for (int i=O; i<S; i++)
buf[i) = i;

write(pJ->out, buf, Sj;
}

return &pJ->rw;

State<Pass>* RW: :main(Pass *pJ)

read(pJ->in, buf, S);
write(pJ->out, buf, Sj;
if (pJ->Cnt--)

return &pJ->rw;
else return NULL;

As you can see, the implementation of the separate states is not difficult. The code can
easily be separatedo However, to execute the FSM, it should be started by Pass.

bool Pass: :main()
{

return mainFSM.Execute();

To demonstrate the easy conversion of AF to YAPI the significant changes are shown
underlinedo

class Pass
{

public:
Pass ( ... , In<int>& i, Out<int>& 0, ... ):

Process (n),

mainFSM(this, I, YAPI)
{ }

void main(};
//needs 10 be pub/ic in orderlor FSM 10 access
InPort<int> in;
OutPort<int> out;

private:
} ;

The only differences are:
I. removing an 'a' from all ports
Ilo main becomes void instead Ofbaol
III. Job becomes Process
IV. mainFSM is extended with the flag YAPI, indicating the continuous execu

tion of the state machine instead of returning after each state
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Furthermore, the only adjustment that might be needed for the source code, is the main
function.

void Pass::main()
{

mainFSM.Execute();

Again, baal was renamed to void and there is no return statement necessary. However,
this is not needed. The original main function -eonverted from baal to void- does not
generate any errors when retuming from a void function. The question remains what the
effect is of an FSM on the YAPI performance compared to the original process imple
mentation without one. A benchmark demonstrated that there is no performance regres
sIOn.

4.3.5 Benchmark

Now that a model is developed that can boost the performance of a single processor, it is
interesting to see the influence it has on the performance. There are some disadvantages
like the necessity to use a state machine and the possibility of having to define a se
quence if mapped on a multiprocessor environment. Therefore, the benefit of AF can
only be proven ifthis performance profit is significant. To prove this, a benchmark test is
performed using the cycle true simulator TSS. With the help of TSS, an accurate meas
mement of the performance of a processor is determined. To be able to do this under
various conditions, the cycle program of paragraph 4.3.4 was used. This program is used
to simulate three types of programs.

1. Programs with a proportionally large amount of task switches compared to a small
amount of computation.

2. Programs with an amount of task switches that is in proportion to the amount of
computation.

3. Programs with a proportionally small amount of task switches compared to a large
amount of computation.

Each program represents the 3 basic programs from where a conclusion is drawn whether
the performance increase of AF compared to YAPI is significant. Computation power is
added by a delay function called CalcDelay.

void CalcDelay ()
{

Ili changes the delay:
110lor no delay, 100lor some computation, 1000lor severe computation
int i 1000;
int a = 2;
int b = 3;
while (i--)

b *= (a += b);
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This function assures a delay of approximately 20 cycles for i is 1. To simulate some
computation, which is in proportion to the amount of task switches -namely 40 per proc
ess, 200 in total), i was set to 100. For large amount of computation, i was set to 1000 .
and for no computational power at all i was set to O. These 3 settings are interesting to
benchmark, because then the achievable performance increase can be determined. The
maximum performance profit achievable is determined for i equals O. Also a minimum
performance profit is determined when setting i to 1000, and if this is not enough, bigger
delays can easily be simulated. To test the actual performance impact, YAPI processes
were carried out as conventional YAPI processes and as finite state machines possible
extended with the delay function.

State<Pass>* RW::main(Pass *pJ)
{

aread(pJ->in, buf, SJ;
CalcDclay(};
awrite(pJ->out, buf, S);
if (pJ->Cnt--)

return &pJ->rw;
else return NULL;

Among other things, the overhead of task switches and the accompanying performance
decrease have challenged a group of researches to search for asojution to reduce this
overhead. This resulted in a multi-threading library called Pamela. Pamela creates tasks
within one pSOS task and implements aspecific scheduler. Using Pamela, the task
switches are optimised and should therefore decrease the overhead -i.e. the amount of
necessary cycles- to perform a task switch. The big advantage is that there needs to be no
code rewriting at all to implement this. The only difference is to link an extra library.
Therefore, it is very interesting to see the performance profit achievable of AF compared
to Pamela. It is also important to test the influence ofthe concepts necessary to use AF,
especially the performance influence of the state machine in combination with YAPI. If
there is no bad influence at all, an FSM can be used in combination with YAPI and it
would increase the usability of AF significantly. Therefore, the 4 test approaches are:

• Original YAPI on pSOS, where n YAPI processes are implemented as n pSOS
threads

• YAPI on pSOS in combination with an FSM, where n YAPI processes are imple
mented as n pSOS threads

• YAPI on pSOS using Active Fifo, where n Jobs zipped in 1 process is implemented
as 1 pSOS thread.

• Original YAPI on Pamela, where n YAPI processes are implemented as n Pamela
threads

The goal ofthe benchmark is to evaluate the performance ofthe different approaches and
to calculate the performance ratio of YAPI against AF.
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Only task switching

The goal with this first test is to determine the maximum performance increase possible,
using AF instead of YAPI.
,--------------------

Benchmark

--_._--

2000000 ...-------------,
1800000 -f------------r.----l

1600000 +---------------/---i

1400000 -f---------~--__1
til 1200000 +---------+----....-------1
Cl)

" 1000000 +--------+--~-------I

~ 800000
600000 -f--------,-L----.P-----__1

400000
200000 -1-~~=- -=---=----------1

O-t-----.------,-------r-------1

--+- YAPI on PSOS

--- YAPI on PSOS using a
FSM

--*- YAPI on Pamela

--.- YAPI on PSOS using
the Active Fifo

25 50 125 200

task switches

Figure 4-13 Benchmark results task switching without computation

The nod present in Figure 4-13 indicates the usage of cache and the influence it has on
the performance. Figure 4-13 clearly shows that AF implementation has great advantages
compared to YAPI.

Table 4-3 Performance increase of duration main program

#processes # task switches gain YAPI on PSOS using Active Fifo versus
PSOS (%) PSOS and FSM (%) Pamela (%)

5 25 122.0 113.6 208.9
10 50 143.5 136.1 237.1
25 125 164.5 155.1 265.7
40 200 168.2 158.9 281.2

Table 4-3 and appendix G.} show that AF increases the performance of over 160% in
relation to YAPI and over 280% compared to Pamela. An increase of performance is
observed, which relates to the number oftask switches. The number oftask switches is of
course related to the number of processes. If 2 processes were used which bath generate
10-100 task switches, the performance increase would be less because less overhead is
needed and more cache use is possible. Vet, the performance increase is always more
than 120% (see Appendix G.l for the exact results).
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Task switching and some computation

A program that only contains task switching is a border case. Therefore, some computa
tiori is added using the previously discussed CalcDelay function, to get a good task
switching/computation ratio. Using AF in this more frequently occurring program with
regards to task switching/computation ratio, we can get a good impression of the actual
performance profit possible. The outcome of this test is displayed in figure 4-14.

Benchmark

500000 -I------::::;X--r---~"""-,--------'--i

2500000 f
2000000 -------.-,/-.-AX-.--41 r-YAPIOnpsos 11

en 1500000 --- YAPI on PSOS using
~ FSM
u
~ 1000000 _ -.- YAPI on PSOS using

Active Fifo

~ YAPI on Pamela

O+------;----.--------r-~---I

25 50 125 200

task switches

Figure 4-14 Benchmark results using task switching and computation

As Figure 4-14 shows, even with a more likely switching/computation ratio, AF results
in almost the double of the performance compared to YAPI and it is 3 times faster than
Pamela implementation.

Table 4-4 Perfonnance increase of duration main program

#processes #task switches gainYAPI on PSOS using Active Fifo versus
PSOS(%) PSOS met FSM (%) Pamela (%)

5 25 78.2 79.7 141.6
lO 50 88.9 91.5 153.7
25 125 93.3 95.1 158.9
40 200 93.1 95.1 164.4

Pamela implementation does not have a positive influence on the performance at all.
Figure 4-14 also shows YAPI processes carried out as finite state machines, have little to
now performance loss compared to conventional YAPI. So implementing YAPI proc
esses as finite state machines, does not cause harmful results for the overall performance.
This upgrades the usability of AF in combination with YAPI. See Appendix 0.2 and
table 4-4 for the exact results.
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Task switching and severc computation

There are a lot of examples where computation dominates. Therefore it is necessary to
expand the previous delay function from 100 to 1000 iterations per cal\. The outcome of
this test is displayed in figure 4-15.
,---------------------_.-._----- -------------,

Benchmark
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4500000 -j--------------;-:-----j ,.-~--Y.-Ä-P-I-on-P-S-O-S-------,I
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~ 2000000
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500000 +---tE~~-------__1
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task switches

Figure 4-15 Benchmark results using severe computation

The results are still remarkable, there is still a profit of over 20% compared to YAPI and
over 37,5% for Pame1a implementations. See Appendix G.3 and table 4-5 for the exact
results.

Table 4-5 Performance increase of duration main program

#processes #task switches gain YAPI on PSOS using Active Fifo versus
PSOS(%) PSOS met FSM (%) Pamela (%)

5 25 20.7 21.1 37.5
JO 50 22.3 24.3 38.6
25 125 24.2 24.6 40.5
40 200 24.4 24.9 42.1

The benchmark test made it clear that the use of AF is justified due to the great perform
ance profit one gets compared to conventional YAPI. The benchmark shows an increase
of over 150% for systems with only task switching and no computation to over 20%
profit for systems with much computation and re1atively less task switching. The real
profit will be somewhere in between, as the test with some computation showed. All
benchmarks established that the use of an FSM is justified. Processes implemented as an
FSM, result in little to no performance loss at all compared to regular YAPI processes.
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4.4 Summary

Assigning executables to processors can easily be established with the implemented
signpost. The proposed mapping is formulated in C using API cal1s. The signpost uses
interrupts to wakeup the other processors. A synchronisation implemented as a start
signal ensures the complete booting of all processors and the initialisation of al1 signal
registers. Each processor creates its own process network; however, only processor 0 is
responsible for the creation of the various channels. These channels are equipped with a
protocol to read and to write with a minimal amount of signalling and a maximal amount
of multiple usage. To optimise the intra processor signal1ing, AF has proven to be a
valuable concept, where three artificial applications showed the real performance profit
realisable, see Figure 4-] 6.

Benchmark summary
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Figure 4-16 Benchmark summary

Using Active Fifo to establish an easy way to import several paral1el operating processes
to ] sequential1y operating process, boosts up the system performance if not every proc
ess is mapped on a dedicated processor. The differences between AF jobs and YAPI
processes are minor, so implementing AF does not demand different approaches than
YAPI. lmplementing AF does in most cases require the use of an FSM, which works
similar in YAPI. The use of an FSM does not result in performance loss, yet some effort
must be taken to be able to implement one.
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5 JPEG decoder design case

This chapter features a design case that demonstrates the effort a multiprocessor system
designer needs to exercise to develop a YAPI process network. This chapter will briefly
discuss the fundamentals of lPEG, 50 it will be c1ear why certain processes were created.
Also, the actual implementation of YAPI processes and the conversion to Active Fifo
jobs are discussed. Finally, a benchmark test will show the performance improvement
using AF in combination with lPEG.

5.1 JPEG

5.1.1 Introduction

Since the mid- 19805, members from both the International Telecommunication Union
(ITU) and the International Organisation for Standardisation (ISO) have been working
together to establish a joint international standard for the compression of multilevel still
images. This effort has been known as lPEG, the 10int Photographic Experts Group.
Officially, lPEG corresponds to the ISO/IEC international standard of Digital compres
sion and coding of continuous-tone still images or to the ITU-T Recommendation.
In recent years, there have been many new developments in the field of image compres
sion. These include new compression schemes based on transform coding, vector quanti
sation, subband filtering, wavelets, and fractals. The goal of lPEG has been to develop a
general method for image compression that meets a number of diverse requirements.
After evaluating a number of coding schemes, the lPEG members selected a OCT-based
method in 1988. lPEG became a draft international standard in the early 19905.

5.1.2 Hierarchical view

lPEG images are stored and processed either with
or without data interleaving. When there is no
data interleaving, each component is stored and
processed separately -a RGB image would be
stored as three separate images, one for red, one
for green, and one for blue-. For more efficient
storage and processing, the colour components
can be interleaved. A data unit is defined as the
smallest logical unit of source data that can be
processed by lPEG. Each picture consists of
stripes, see Figure 5-1. A stripe consists of
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MCU's. An MCU consists of (subsampled) chrominamce and luminance blocks and a
block consist of 8*8 values. Under colour interleaving, each colour component is parti
tioned into small rectangular blocks of dimensional data units. If one data block is se
lected form each of the colour components, then a -form of what is referred to by jPEG as
the minimum coded unit (MCU); that is, the smallest group of interleaved data.

Figure 5-2 shows a block diagram of a jPEG decoder. After extracting the coding and the
quantisation tab les from the compressed bit stream, the compressed data passes through
an entropy decoder. The DCT coefficients are first dequantised and then translated to
spatial domain via a 2-D inverse OCr.

Huffman
tables

variabie
length

decoder

De store

De prediction
runlength decoder
zigzag reordering

inverse quantization

quantizatio
tables

inverse discrete
....-Mcosine transform

color space
conversion
YUV2RGB

output
picture

Figure 5-2 Block diagram of a lPEG decoder

It is of no relevance, nor is it within the scope of this graduation project, to know the
exact details of the different blocks of a jPEG decoder. However, to be able to determine
the different YAPI processes, some understanding of jPEG is needed .

The principle source of compression in DCT-based coders is the quantiser. jPEG requires
an 8*8 quantisation matrix for each image component to be compressed; however, multi
ple components can share the same quantisation matrix. Each element ofthe quantisation
matrix can be any integer value between 1 and 255 and defines the quantisation step for
the corresponding DCT coefficients. The last processing block in lPEG is the entropy
coder. This block improves overall performance by performing lossless coding on the
quantised DCT coefficients. The quantised data are preprocessed by a run-length-coder.
A run-length coder yields the value ofthe next nonzero AC coefficient and a run; that is,
the number of zero AC coefficients preceding this one.
If the entropy coder employs Huffman coding, then one or more sets of Huffman tables
need to be specified by the application. The baseline jPEG implementation uses Huffman
coding only. For more detailed description of jPEG, the book Image and Video Com
pression Standards [20] is recommended.
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Chapter 5.2 Implementation

5.2 Implementation

This section describes the process network description of a lPEG decoder carried out for
both YAPI and AF. Point of departure for both cases is to describe all potential parallel
ism as processes. For this enables a multiprocessor system designer to search for the best
mapping possible.

5.2.1 Process definitions

Multi
processor

Processor +
co-processor

Single
processor

Start time !Start time Start time
co-proc co-procl

i~~~·····]

id,e=t
proc2

ifl f~~Pïct1 time
if.~l
r~omPletion

time

Completion
time

To be able to develop such a multiproces
sor architecture, the process network defi
nition should have as little as possible data
dependencies between the various proc
esses. A lPEG decoder suits these pur
poses well, since each OCT block is inde-
pendent. This means that one DCT block Figure 5-3 Execution time-frame
has no relation to another. In process
definition terms, feedback channels minimise the possible concurrency and should there
fore be avoided if possible. If this can be accomplished, the only chance a process is
deactivated once it is started, will be because of resource constraints -i.e. limited buffer
space-. If the properties of DCT blocks are implemented correctly, there is no need of
any feedback loops, see Figure 5-4. Therefore, Figure 5-4 assures maximum concurrency
and minimal delay. It also shows that various mappings can be tested, due to the large
amount of processes. However, this large amount of processes also has one major disad
vantage, due to restricted buffer sizes, a lot of task switches are inevitable. Therefore,
implementing the lPEG decoder as weil as YAPI as AF will prove the use of AF in
combination with a genuine program instead of an artificial one as used in Section 4.3.5.

The definition of the various processes
should not only be based upon possible
reuse in the future. It should also maximise
concurrency. This means that the parallel
execution of a process network should
indeed be parallel. To achieve this, the idle
time of a processor should be minimised,
this can be reached by minimal data de
pendency, see Figure 5-3. Using multi
processor architectures and possibly wrong
process definitions, the displayed idle time
is usually due to data dependencies and/or
grain of partition.
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lPEG
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Figure 5-4 lPEG process definitions and sequence

Since an embedded architecture does not always assure the presence of a file system, one
process called FileReader is created that reads bits from a pre-defined location in RAM
or ROM. To collect all retrieved bits a demultiplexor called DeMux is needed to create
usabie information and to group. This information should then be passed on to a parser
called MCU_Parse in a predefined quantity. This quantity depends on the different head
ers located in a lPEG stream that DeMux detects. The Parser sends parts ofthis informa
tion to an IOCT routine. This 2 dimensional IOCT converts the frequency blocks into
pixel blocks. It first converts al rows, and subsequently all columns of one frequency
block. A pixel block creator called CreatePB creates usabie pixel blocks. Color realises
the conversion from the YUV dimension to RGB, which is nothing more than a matrix
vector multiplication. Finally a display process will save them to disk or memory. It can
also display it on a screen.

5.2.2 Active Fifo

Active Fifo is applied to all process of Figure 5-4; that is, all processes were converted to
jobs and all fifos became active fifos. The result of defining all potential parallelism, is
the possibility of larger data independence between them. As Figure 5-4 indicates, this is
achieved for the lPEG decoder, resulting in an extensive parallelism if all processes
would be mapped on individual processors. However, due to the large amount of jobs, it
is inevitable that read and write calls subsequently reside in the main function of a job. It
is clear that all the data read from a lPEG file should be transported through the various
jobs in order to convert it properly. Therefore, as explained in the previous chapters,
Active Fifo usually requires an FSM. When there are no feedback loops in a YAPI proc
ess network, nonnally there are also no states needed in Active Fifo. However, due to the
fact that memory is still limited, the number of consecutive writes should be limited.
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Therefore, FSM's are not only used to prevent deadlock. AF has no write constraints,
which means that resource dependent writes -i.e. the amount of tokens that can be writ
ten without crossing the fifo's limit- has to be implemented manually. This is achieved
using states. Since AF executes only one state before returning to the consuming job, the
amount of produced takens can be synchronised and limited. Of course, to implement
this efficiently, the producing and consuming job have to be synchronised with each
other. As it is clear that there can be no deadlock situation since there are no feedback
loops, all states defined for this lPEG decoder are for resource contro\. It is stated in this
thesis that it is not difficult to define the various code segments -i.e. states-. This lPEG
decoder will prove that it is not. To do so, the most difficult job with the largest amount
of loops and dependencies amongst the
different states is discussed. This job is
MCU_ Parse. Appendix H displays the
Active Fifo implementation of the lPEG
decoder. In this appendix, the black
classes represent the various jobs, the
grey classes the various states, and the
white classes the various active fifos. To
explain the MCU_Parse job more clearly,
The various state transitions are repre
sented in Figure 5-5. It is not necessary
to explain the exact code each state
executes.
It is not difficult to implement synchroni
sation between the producing job
MCU_Parse and the consuming job
IOCT 2D Row. We know that
I OCT_ 2 D_ Row needs one frequency block
to send to IOCT ID. We can limit the Figure 5-5 State transition MCU_Parse

amount of subsequently executed write
calls using states, but we cannot interrupt
a write cal\. Therefore, we assume that the fifo between these jobs is large enough to
contain one frequency block and we can invoke synchronisation on this leve\. Appendix I
shows the implementation of states for MCU_Parse. MCU_Parse is constructed using 7
states. The first state, Wai tToStart, waits for a trigger from DeMux. Then ProcessSeg

ments processes all data send by DeMux and searches for the various markers indicating
the different stripes and MCU blocks. When a SOS marker is found, SOSMK processes the
data from OeMux and starts parsing the incoming information. From this point on, differ
ent choices will be made based upon the data which is read to calculate the various pa
rameters and to pass on the frequency blocks to IOCT 2D Row. Since there are 3 stages to
write frequency blocks to I OCT_ 20_Row dependent of possible restart markers, we also
need 3 states to do this and we need 3 states to save the administration if we want to
invoke resource controlled writes. As it appears from appendix I, one state takes care of
the administration, another state actually writes data and returns the administration state
pointer. If we take a c10ser look at the actual difference between the implementation of
the MCU_Parse job and the MCU_Parse process, we see that the implementation of the
resource controlled write is not that difficult to distract.
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State<MCU_Parse>* SOSMK_RESTART_INIT: :main(MCU Parse *pJ)
(

pJ->Restartlntv = pJ->restart_interval;
if (pJ->D_restarts--)

return &pJ->SOS_R_C;

State<MCU Parse>* SOSMK_RESTART_CALL::main(MeU_Parse *pJ)
{

if (pJ->Restartlntv--) (
pJ->process_MCU(); //writes to loeT 20 Row

return this;
}

else return &pJ->SOS R F;

State<MCU Parse>* SOSMK RESTART FINISH::main(MCU Parse 'pJ)

pJ->reset_prediction();
pJ->clear_bits() ;
return &pJ->SOS_R_I;

//also invokes read calls
I/idem

Implementing this functionality as part of a YAPI process, does not require state defini
tions since YAPI has blocking writes.

void MCU Parse::main()
{

while (n_restarts--)
Restartlntv = restart
while (Restartlntv--)

process_MCU () ;
reset_prediction();
clear bitst);

{

interval;

//writes to loeT 20 Row
//invokes read calls
//invokes read calls

All other jobs except FileReader, have only one state. This is only needed to implement
the resource dependent writes.

As the lPEG decoder clearly demonstrates, it is not difficult to define the several states.
The states can easily be defined by saving loop infonnation in one state and execute it in
another. This does however require some effort to implement it. Therefore, this can only
be justified if it results in a significant performance improvement. The lPEG decoder was
therefore subdued to a benchmark test.
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5.2.3 Benchmark

This test proves the performance improvement. To obtain a usable figure, the test was
carried out for several fifo sizes for as weil YAPI as AF. The outcome of this test is
displayed in Figure 5-6. For process/job and channel definitions see Figure 5-4.

Benchmark
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800000000 ._--_.~-- ~---~-~-

700000000

600000000 --

lil 500000000
al I : VA?'I13 ___ AF
~ 400000000 -

300000000

200000000

100000000

0
1 10 45 90 128

buffer size

Figure 5-6 Benchmark results JPEG decoder

It tumed out that it was of no relevance to submit several images to this test, the outcome
proved to be the same or with minor changes in the performance ratio. The performance
improvement of AF compared to YAPI is in general over 75%, see table 5-1.

Table 5-\ Performance improvement JPEG decoder

Buffer size (#tokens) Gain AF versus YAPI (%)
1 78.0

10 74.7
45 71.6
90 71.8
128 72.0

This test proves that the results of the artificial program as described in chapter 4.3 can
be seen as a guideline for the performance improvements possible [or future applications.
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It was stated in the introduction of this thesis that on chip memory is expensive; there
fore, it is interesting to perfonn a test to view the influence various buffer sizes have to
the overall perfonnance. The outcome ofthis test is displayed in Table 5-2.

Table 5-2 Performance impact using larger fifos

Buffer size (#tokens) YAPI (%) AF(%)
I ~ 10 14.6 12.5

10 ~ 45 3.1 1.2
45 ~ 90 0.1 0.2
90 ~ 128 0.0 0.2

It is surprising to see that buffer size enlargement does not result in significantly smaller
perfonnance ration between YAPI and AF despite fewer amount oftask switches.

5.3 Summary

Concluding we can state that AF has a large positive influence on the overall perfonn
ance of a processor. It is not difficult to define the various states as chapter 5.2 showed. It
does however require some effort to implement it, but this is only due to the larger
amount of code that has to be written, not because of the difficulty defining the various
states. The lPEG decoder also showed that state definition is not only necessary to pre
vent deadlock, but also to irnplement resource constraints. The perfonned benchmark
showed that larger buffers between the various AF jobs or YAPI processes does not
result in a proportionally better performance, but it is not stated that this is the case for all
applications. The lPEG decoder design is such that it contributes weU to the existing top
down VLSI design course, since it is constructed as one great pipeline. This improves the
design steps currently used in this course, because it is now possible to map other parts of
the lPEG decoder on a hardware accelerator than merely the IDCT. AIso, since there are
no more feedback loops, it is much easier to understand the lPEG decoder. More time
can therefore be spent designing the hardware, instead of explaining the software.
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6 Conclusion and recommendations

This thesis describes a strategy to map YAPI process networks onto heterogeneous mul
tiprocessor architectures. The development of mapping techniques that are robust with
respect to variations in application and architecture properties is a difficult problem. In
order to provide a design of such mapping techniques, there is a need for an evaluation of
existing mapping techniques under realistic assumptions with regards to application and
architecture properties. 1'0 address this need, the research in this thesis was carried out
with the following two goals:

o 1'0 propose a framework in which existing as weIl as new techniques can be evalu
ated in an objective way.

o 1'0 identify shortcomings of existing techniques and propose new techniques, which
are either improvements of existing techniques or entirely new techniques.

1'0 state the outcome of the performed research, this chapter first describes the realised
goals, then it gives some recommendations for future developments.

6.1 Realised goals

In general we can state that the research results described in Chapter 3. 1,3.2,4.1, and 4.2
contribute to fulfil both the first and second goal. Chapter 3.3 and 4.3 contribute to fulfil
the second goal.

In Chapter 3. land 4.1, we describe the fundamental issues involved in booting a multi
processor network and how the mapping is implemented. Mapping relies solely upon the
definition of an executable that a processor loads and executes. Each executable consists
of a YAPI process network, which is a subset of the initial process network. In spite of
the statie definition of an executable, the non-deterministic executable assignment to
processors, makes this mapping routine dynamic. Once an executable is assigned to a
processor, the mapping cannot change dynamically -i.e. automatic load balancing-.
However, due to the non-deterministic processor assignment, future enhancements can
make some sort of large grain -on executable level- load balancing possible. The suc
cessful implementation of the mapping routine clearly demonstrates that the first and
second goal are reached.

In Chapter 3.2 and 4.2, we proposed the communication protocol for message-passing
implementation in a point-to-point network using a shared memory architecture. The
designed factory is such that it is much easier to implement other protocols than it origi
nally was in YAPI. Using the Channel factory, user defined protocols can be imple
mented without the need of a new YAPI runtime environment or the need for a, for ex
ample, user defined buffer. This factory also suites the purpose of searching for different
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mappings since it easily adopts to changes in the architecture. Moreover, the imple
mented read/write protocol is such that there is no need for atomic sections and subse
quently no need for mutual exclusion. This means that minimal signalling is possible,
since a signal to a processor wi!1 only- result in an interrupt -i.e. slgnalling a process- if
this is enabled by the scheduler. Therefore, it is c1ear that the second goal is reached.

In Chapter 3.3 and 4.3 a new methodology called Active Fifo is presented if the alleged
task switches become a bottleneck to the overall perfonnance. Active Fifo establishes an
easy way to import several parallels operating processes to 1 sequential operating proc
ess. This boosts the performance if not every process is mapped on a dedicated processor.
The differences between AF jobs and YAPI processes are minor, so implementing AF
does not demand different approaches than YAPI. Implementing AF does in some cases
require the use of an FSM, which works similar in YAPI. The use of an FSM does not
result in any performance loss, yet some effort must be taken to be able to implement
one.
The benchmark test made clear that the use of AF is justified due to the large perform
ance profit one gets compared to conventional YAPI. The benchmark shows an increase
of over 150% for systems with only task switching and no computation and over 20%
profit for systems with much computation and relatively less task switching. The real
profit will be somewhere in between, as the test with some computation showed an per
formance increase over 75%, just like the lPEG decoder did. Of course, the profit de
pends on the computation/switching ratio. The lPEG decoder benchmark also showed
that the results of the artificial test program can be seen as a guideline to establish the
possible performance profit. Further more, the lPEG decoder c1arified that the usage of
large buffers does not mean a proportional amount of performance improvement. In all
cases AF is much faster, over 75%, then YAPI.
All benchmarks established that the use of an FSM is justified. Processes implemented as
an FSM, result in little to no performance loss at all compared to regular YAPI processes.
The test also clarified that the use of multi-threading library Pamela, does not result in
better performance than using a standard OS like pSOS, as in fact it results in a perform
ance decrease of over 35 % compared to YAPI.
The use of AF is very promising, because the developer gets large performance profit
without damaging the YAPI process descriptions and communications. The lPEG de
coder showed that writing code in order to use an FSM is not difficult. Optimising YAPI
with all available resources -i.e. largest possible buffers-, still results in a performance
backlog of over 50% compared to the worst case scenario -smallest buffers possible- for
AF. Because of this, AF can be seen as a good supplement for developing parallel soft
ware, where performance is an important goal and where it is not c1ear beforehand which
processes are mapped onto which processors. AF gives the developer the opportunity to
distinguish as many processes as possible, with considerable less performance loss than
YAPI. The significant increase in performance attained with this new technique c1early
demonstrates that the second goal was reached.
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6.2 Recommendations

It is yet to be seen if small grain -on process level- automatic load balancing is useful for
the distribution of processes. If processors shrink significantly in size and price such that
multiprocessor solutions contain tens or hundreds of processors, it is yet to be seen that
load balancing results in better performance than dynamic assignment. If a process runs
solely on one processor, what benefit has it if it is assigned to another? Load balancing
might even be worse than dynamic assignment, since load balancing generates overhead
distributing and activating tasks. There is bound to be some sort of trade off between
these, but that is something for future projects9

. Since the point of departure for this
thesis was YAPI and the usability in combination with heterogeneous multiprocessor
architectures, the proposed mapping is more than sufficient. It not only provides a means
to simulate YAPI, it also has possibilities for future extensions -i.e. dynamic executable
assignment-.

It is not stated that neither the implemented readlwrite protocol nor the used buffer is the
best one. Some implementation decisions were based upon 'getting the job done', be
cause it was outside the scope of the intended graduation project. Time prohibited us to
search for the best solutions possible. Therefore, it is expected that new protocols and
buffers will be tested and implemented in the near future. Luckily, Channel encourages
and enables this. There are some fundamental issues, which were not dealt with. This
concerns the implementation of a binary semaphore and the implementation of a correct
data and room function as mentioned in Section 3.2.3. Time prohibited us to deal with
these problems and because it did not matter for our implementation and the correctness
for the Channel factory. The detection of system deadlock as proposed in Section 3.2.4
and the extension of PRONECOL to enable this, are necessary to enable deadlock detec
tion as it is currently known within YAPI.

Further performance improvement of Active Fifo is expected if the read/write semantics
are improved. Several nested function caBs are used to abstract the concrete implementa
tion from the main function call of a Job. This means that if a state does not produce data,
the focus will go back to the initial read function. From this point on the decision will be
made to call the producing job again, in order to produce the requested data from another
state. This can be optimised by determining this from within the job itself, or from within
the CTRL class. The CTRL class actually calls the producing job. So implementing the
data test in this class, prevents a lot of nested function calls. This should result in a better
performance. AIso, it is not necessary anymore to continue to use a YAPI process net
work. It does not have any benefit using Active Fifo. We still do need a YAPI process for
inter processor communication and for the implementation in pSOS. Since we do not
need all this YAPI functionality anymore, the resulting executables will be significantly
smaller. Time prohibited us to implement these kinds of optimisations, so future devel
opments are useful to obtain an even better performance.

9 Philips project SpaceCake searches for the abilities to use automatic load balancing on process level.
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We can state that the
design flow does not
change dramatically, the
Y-chàrt remàins. How
ever, as the use of YAPI
as a specification lan
guage remains intact,
the implementation is
questionable. As it is
proven that the current
implementation of
YAPI results in an
inefficient application,
AF should possibly not
be considered as merely
an optimisation method.
It might prove to extend
to a specification lan
guage next to YAPI. For
this is not yet the case,
AF can be seen as the
next step after YAPI of
designing parallel appli
cations before mapping,
see Figure 6-1.

Figure 6-1 Design flow

During the development of this thesis, it became cIear that mapping signal processing
applications onto heterogeneous multiprocessor architectures has a rather broad problem
scope. Though this thesis covers most of the encountered problems and even discusses a
new design model to implement YAPI more effectively, it also leaves many points open
for future investigations and discussions. Therefore, this thesis should not only be read as
a manual explaining the implementation of an important part of the Y-chart, namely
mapping. It should also urge and motivate researches to continue the development of
many ofthe presented ideas.
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Summary

Mapping signal processing applications onto heterogeneous multiprocessor architectures
feature many additional issues next to defining which process should run on which proc
essor. Guaranteeing the temporal correctness of a multiprocessor system is a very chal
lenging problem since application and architecture properties may be hard to model
accurately. For example, modem computer architectures are typically equipped with
mechanisms, such as cache memories and instruction pipelines, whose behaviour are by
nature stochastic. For hard real-time multiprocessor systems with strict timing require
ments, the worst-case performance of these mechanisms must be accounted for, which
typically yields too low resource utilisation in the system. As a consequence, the pre
dicted worst-case execution time of the application may have to be overly pessimistic to
fit into a hard multiprocessor context. Because the contemporary approach to designing
multiprocessor systems is very much based on design practices that assume fairly simple
and "well-behaved" applications and architectures, there exists a gap between multiproc
essor mapping theory and the models used for the application and architecture properties.
Current trends indicate that applications and architectures are becoming more complex,
which means that there is a risk that this gap will widen in the years to come. Therefore,
there is a need for a flexihle mapping framework capable for dealing with future devel
opments. This thesis contributes towards fulfilling this need. An evaluation framework is
developed that allows for extensive studies of the impact of application and architecture
properties, on the quality ofmultiprocessor architectures and mapping. This framework is
an important part of a comprehensive methodology. This methodology has been success
fully used for finding solutions for a set ofproblems related to mapping applications onto
multiprocessor architectures. The results in this thesis clearly indicate that the impact of
application and architecture properties cannot be ignored in the design of multiprocessor
architectures. Direct properties such as application modelling constraints due to chosen
implementation techniques and resource availability, or indirect properties such as appli
cation parallelism and communication, are directly linked with mapping an application
onto multiprocessor architectures.

The research presented in this thesis provides a comprehensive methodology for mapping
techniques onto multiprocessor architectures. This methodology has been used to find
solutions for a set of problems related to multiprocessor mapping. The problems ad
dressed in this thesis concern (i) communication in point-to-point networks, (ii) mapping
strategies for multiprocessor architectures, and (iii) optimising the evaluation possibilities
and performance for single processors in a multiprocessor environment. Simulation
experiments have been performed that demonstrate fundamental phenomena for which
the remedy is found in either new techniques, improvements of existing techniques, or
recommendations in terms of communication semantics for these existing techniques.

We have mainly investigated architecture properties that are typical for multiprocessor
systems, that is, number of processors and processor communication costs. To evaluate
the effects of variations in these properties, we have tested applications with significant
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inherent parallelism and communication overhead. The results from our experiments
indicate that the proposed mapping technique possess the ability to adapt to variations in
resource contention and communication overhead. We also investigated the impact ofthe
scheduling on the application execution tim-e and identified significant shortcomings in
the existing scheduling technique. The, in this thesis, proposed methodology to improve
the application execution time by avoiding task switching, indicates that it is not always
robust with respect to certain YAPI properties as readlwrite definitions. Yet, the results
can still serve as guidelines for system designers in an early stage of the design process.
On the other hand, this methodology and many other techniques proposed in this thesis
have been shown to provide both an increase in performance and in robustness. This is
the case with the results from Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. The techniques proposed in those
chapters cover the spectrum from realistic application modelling of the architecture
properties, to the ability to withstand large architectural variations. We can therefore
summarise that we have succeeded in defining a suitable methodology for the mapping of
signal processing applications onto heterogeneous multiprocessor architectures. By im
plementing this methodology, we have managed to find solutions for a set of important
problems conceming mapping issues for heterogeneous multiprocessor architectures. The
relevance of the evaluations made in this thesis should therefore easily be acknowledged.
We have managed to show that the performance of existing techniques are significantly
improved by carefully studying the impact of variations in different techniques and then
devising improvements to these techniques.
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Samenv~tting

Het afbeelden van signaalbewerkende applicaties op heterogene multiprocessor archi
tecturen, bevat meerdere additionele problemen dan alleen maar het definiëren welk
process op welke processor moet worden uitgevoerd. Het garanderen van de tijdelijke
correctheid van een multiprocessor system is een heel uitdagend probleem, omdat het
moeilijk is om de eigenschappen van de applicatie en architectuur duidelijk te modelle
ren. Ter illustratie, moderne computerarchitecturen worden bijna allemaal uitgevoerd met
mechanismen, zoals cache geheugen en instructie pipelines, wiens gedrag van natuur
stochastisch is. Voor moeilijke real-time multiprocessor systemen met strikte timing
eisen, moet met de worst-case prestatie van deze mechanismen rekening gehouden wor
den. Wat meestal resulteert in een slecht resource gebruik van het systeem. Dit heeft als
consequentie dat de voorspelde worst-case executietijd van de applicatie overdreven
pessimistisch moet worden gekozen om het geheel te doen passen in een harde multipro
cessor context. Omdat de algehele aanpak voor het ontwerpen van multiprocessor syste
mem vaak gebaseerd is op tijdloze ontwerpoefeningen die uitgaan van een tamelijk een
voudige en voorspelbare applicatie en architectuur, ontstaat er een gat tussen de multi
processor mapping theorie en de modellen die gebruikt worden voor de weergaven van
de applicatie en architectuur eigenschappen. De huidige tendens duidt erop dat de appli
caties en architecturen steeds complexer worden, wat er op kan duiden dat dit gat steeds
groter wordt in de aankomende jaren. Er is om deze reden een vraag voor een flexibel
raamwerk dat kan omgaan met toekomstige ontwikkelingen en deze scriptie draagt bij
aan het voldoen aan deze vraag. Een evaluatie raamwerk is ontwikkeld dat uitgebreide
studies mogelijk maakt naar de impact van de applicatie en architectuureigenschappen op
de kwaliteit van multiprocessor architecturen en afbeelding. Dit raamwerk is een belang
rijk deel van een veelomvattende methode. Deze methode is met succes gebruikt om een
aantal oplossingen te vinden voor een reeks van problemen die horen bij het afbeelden
van applicaties op multiprocessor architecturen. De resultaten in deze scriptie geven aan
dat de invloed van applicatie en architectuur eigenschappen niet verwaarloosd kunnen
worden tijdens het ontwikkelen van multiprocessor architecturen. Directe eigenschappen
als applicatiemodellerende beperkingen vanwege gekozen implementatietechnieken en
beschikbaarheid van resources, of indirecte eigenschappen als applicatie parallellisme en
communicatie, zijn rechtstreeks verbonden met het probleem van het afbeelden van een
applicatie op een multiprocessor architectuur.

Het onderzoek dat gepresenteerd wordt in deze scriptie voorziet in een veelomvattende
methode voor afbeeldingtechnieken op multiprocessor architecturen. Deze methode is
gebruikt om oplossingen te vinden voor een reeks van problemen die gerelateerd zijn aan
het afbeelden op multiprocessor architecturen. De problemen die in deze scriptie behan
deld worden zijn (i) communicatie in een point-to-point netwerk, (ii) afbeeldingstrategie
en voor multiprocessor architecturen, en (iii) de optimalisatie van de evaluatiemogelijk
heden en prestaties van een enkele processor in een multiprocessor omgeving. Simulatie
experimenten zijn uitgevoerd die de fundamentele fenomenen weergeven waarbij de
oplossingen zijn gevonden in ofwel nieuwe technieken, verbeteringen van bestaande
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technieken, of aanbevelingen met betrekking tot de communicatie semantieken van deze
bestaande technieken.

We hebben hoofdzakelijk de "architectliureigenschappen onderzocht die typerend zijn
voor multiprocessor systemen, ofwel het aantal processoren en de communicatiekosten.
Om de effecten van de variaties in deze eigenschappen te kunnen evalueren, hebben we
applicaties getest met significante inherente parallellisme en communicatie overhead. De
resultaten van deze experimenten hebben aangetoond dat de voorgestelde afbeeldings
techniek de mogelijkheid in zich heeft om zich aan te passen aan variaties in de gestelde
resource beweringen en communicatie overhead. We hebben ook onderzocht wat de
invloed is van de scheduling op de executietijd van een applicatie en hebben daarbij
significante tekortkomingen in de bestaande schedulingstechnieken geïdentificeerd. De,
in deze scriptie voorgestelde, methode om de applicatieexecutieduur te verminderen door
het vermijden van taakwisselingen, geeft aan dat dit niet altijd strookt met bepaalde
YAPI eigenschappen zoals de read/write definities. Echter, de resultaten kunnen nog
steeds dienen als richtlijnen voor systeemontwikkelaars in de eerste fases van het design
proces. Aan de andere kant, heeft deze methode en veel andere voorgestelde technieken
in deze scriptie, wel geleidt tot een verbetering van de prestatie en de robuustheid. Dit is
het geval voor de resultaten uit hoofdstuk 3 en 4. De voorgestelde technieken uit deze
hoofdstukken omvat het spectrum van realistische applicatiemodellering van de archi
tectuureigenschappen, naar de mogelijkheid om grote architectuurvariaties te doorstaan.
We kunnen daarom samenvatten dat we zijn geslaagd in het definiëren van een bruikbare
methode voor het afbeelden van signaalbewerkende applicaties op heterogene multipro
cessor architecturen. Door deze methode te implementeren, zijn we in staat gebleken om
een reeks van belangrijke problemen op te lossen die te maken hebben met het afbeelden
op heterogene multiprocessor architecturen. Het nut van de evaluaties die gedaan zijn in
deze scriptie is daarom duidelijk en makkelijk te erkennen. We zijn in staat gebleken om
aan te tonen dat de prestaties van bestaande technieken significant verbeteren door zorg
vuldig de invloed van de variaties in de verschillende technieken te bestuderen en dan
verbeteringen aan te brengen in deze technieken.
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A Signpost

PROCESSOR 0 EXECUTABLE ADDRESS .equ Oxsoosoooo

FRAME _START,$sp,O,$ra

.set noreorder
*---------------------------------------------------------------------

* Disable interrupts just in case this is a warm-boot.
*---------------------------------------------------------------------

li
mtcO
nop
mtcO
nop

$vO, SR_CUIISR BEV
$vO, CO SR

$zero, CO CAUSE # clear software interrupts

*---------------------------------------------------------------------

* Ensure that both instruction and data caches (if present) are
* disabled. Note that both the SysDisableICache and the
* SysDisableDCache routines must be coded such that they make no
* memory references. This is important, as RAM may not be enabled at
* this point if it requires firmware setup.
*---------------------------------------------------------------------

#jal
#nop
#jal
#nop

SysDisableICache

SysDisableDCache

#*--------------------------------------------------------------------*
#* copy exception handlers (signpost and general exeption vector) *
#* to their fixed locations *
#*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

la $t2, SignPostIsr
li $t4, GENEXC VEC
li $tS, OxlOO

2 :
lw $t7, 0($t2)
sw $t7, 0($t4)
subu $tS, 4
addiu $t2, 4
bne $tS, $zero, 2b
addiu $t4, 4
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$vO,$vO,-SR_BEV
$vO,$vO,OxOOOOffOO
$vO,CO SR

or
mteO

#*--------------------------------------------------------------------*
#* Sets vee tor base address at OxBOOOOOOO. *
#*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

mfeO $vO!CO_SR
nop
and

* Init poll register
li

* Enable interrupts
mfeO
li
or
mteO

$aO,O

$vO,CO SR
$tO,SR_lEC
$vl,$vO,$tO
$vl,CO SR

# get -SR_lEC into tO
# set lEe bit (thus enable)
# write it to CO SR

* Poll loop on register value to wait for interrupt
* (isr will set register to 1)

4 :
beq
nop

* Irq reeeived: Disable
mfeO
nop
andi
mteO
nop

$aO,$zero,4b

interrupts
$vO,CO_SR

$vO,$vO,-SR lEC
$vO, CO SR

# set lEc bit (thus disbale)

5 :

6 :

* Set irq check flag
li
jal
nop

* Jump to exeeutable
* For processor zero

jal
nop
bne
nop
la
li
move
jal
nop
j
nop
jal
nop
jr
nop

$aO,l
SetlrqCheekFlag

this is fixed at PROCESSOR ° EXECUTABLE ADDRESS
GetCpuNr

$vO,$zero,5f

$vO,PROCESSOR 0 EXECUTABLE ADDRESS
aO,O
$al,$vO
StoreExecutable

6f

LoadExeeutable

$vO # jump to executable (should not return)

.set
END FRAME START

reorder
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$ra

$aO,l
$ra,$14

$tl,$vO,IC InterruptVectorOffset
$t1,O($t1)

FRAME SignPostIsr,$sp,O,$ra
la $aO,LoadCpuNr
jalr $aO
nop
move $aO,$vO
la $tO,SetCpuNr
jalr $tO
nop
# acknowledge interrupt
la $tO,IC_address
jalr $tO
nop
addiu $tl,$vO,IC_PriorityMaskOffset
li $t2,OxOOOOffff
sw $t2,O($tl)
nop
addiu
lw
#
li
mfcO
nop
rfe
nop
nop
jr
nop

ENDFRAME SignPostIsr
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B Process network creation

channelNetwork::channelNetwork(Networklmpl& n, Os& 0)
rteNetwork(n),
OS (0),

task(O),
zerol(O),zer02(O)

unsigned int
statie baol
Architecture
BufferType
YAPIChannel
PRONECOL
settings

int CPUnr

ij
irq = truei
*pai
*pbufi
*yc;
*pronecoli
*seti

GetCpuNr() i

Iiget pronocol settings
if (! CPUnr) {

int *pronecol address= (int *)Ox00040200i
pronecol = new PRONECOLi
*pronecol address = (int)pronecol;

}

else
pronecol (PRONECOL *) GetPronecolAddress() i

if (! CPUnr) {
II construct all fifos
for (i=O; i<api()->nrFifas()i ++i)
{

set = pSettings = new settings;
strcpy{set->name, {(Fifolmpl*)api()->getFifo(i))->name{))i
set->dFadmin new dFadmini
set->Sigc[O] new SigcSetting;
set->Sigc[l] new SigcSettingi
set->YCadmin new YCadmini
pronecol->Insert(set) ;

}

for (i=Oi i<api () ->nrFifos () i Hi) {
set = pronecal->Get( ((Fifolmpl*)api()->getFifo(i))->name())i
Ilif there is a destination and souree, then internal fifo
if (Fifolmpl*)api()->getFifo(i)->nrSrc() &&

(Fifolmpl*)api()->getFifo(i)->nrDst{)) (
Ilif internal fifo, del objects for external signal info
delete set->Sigc[O];
delete set->Sigc[l]i
pbuf = new dFifo(set->dFadmin) i

pa new SSCi
yc = new YAPIChannel (*(Fifolmpl*)api()->getFifo(i),

pa, pbuf, set->YCadmin);
cf.push_back(yc) i
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Ilif no destination AND source, then external fifo belonging to proc
esses running on other processors

else i f (! (Fifolmpl *) api () ->get Fi fo (i) ->nrSrc () &&

! (Fifolmpl*)api()->getFifo(i)->nrDst())
lido nothing

}

Ilif no destination or source, then external fifo
else (

Ilotherwise create things, like fifo
pbuf = new dFifo(set->dFadmin);
Iland create communication semantics
pa new SHC;
yc = new YAPIChannel (*(Fifolmpl*)api()->getFifo(i),

pa, pbuf, set->YCadmin);
cf.push_back{yc);

Ilif CPU 0: send PRONOCOL to other processors
IILoadCpuNr contains amount of processors present
if (! CPUnr)
(

int nrprocessors = LoadCpuNr{);
for(i=l; i<=nrprocessors; i++)

SendSignal(Sigc address(i),O);

II construct all subnetworks
for (i=O; i<api()->nrNetworks(); i++)
(

cn.push_back(new channelNetwork(
* (Networklmpl*)api{}->getNetwork(i) ,os)

) ;

II construct all processes
channelProcess *cprocess;
Processlmpl *impl;
InPortBase *ipb;
OutPortBase *opb;
FifoBase *fb;
Fifolmpl *fi;
int total;
int counter;
for (i=O; i<api()->nrProcesses(}; i++)
(

cprocess = new channelProcess{
* (Processlmpl*)api ()->getProcess(i)

) ;
cp.push_back(cprocess) ;
Iiset all signal settings for consumer
impl = cprocess->api{);
total = impl->nrlnPorts();
for (counter = 0; counter<total; counter++)

ipb = impl->getlnPort(counter);
fb = ipb->getSrcFifo();
fi = (Fifolmpl*)fb;
set = pronecol->Get{fb->name{));
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if (!set)
printf("ERROR, buffer %s not listed\n", fb->name());

else {
I/set signal controller setting in for producer
{(YAPIChannel *) (fi->rte ())) ->SetSS (set->Sigc[l]);
I/load your signal controller producer setting
((YAPIChannel *) (fi->rte()) )->LoadSS(set->Sigc[O]);

}

I/set all signal settings for producer
total = impl->nrOutPorts();
for (counter = 0; counter<total; counter++)

opb = impl->getOutPort(counter);
fb = opb->getDstFifo();
fi = (Fifolmpl*)fb;
set = pronecol->Get(fb->name());
if (! yc)

printf("ERROR, buffer %s not listed\n", fb->name());
else {

I/set signal controller setting in for consumer
((YAPIChannel *) (fi->rte()))->SetSS(set->Sigc[O]);
I/load your signal controller consumer setting
((YAPIChannel *) (fi->rte() ))->LoadSS(set->Sigc(l]);

}

if (CPUnr) (
//tell processor 0 that we are finished initialising
SendSignal(Sigc_address(O), 31);
//than wait for signal from processor 0 to start execution
EnableSignal(31);
//wait for signal from processor 0;
while (!STARTl {}
DisableSignal(31);
ClearSignal(31) ;

}

el se {
EnableSignal(31);
//wait for signal from processor 0;
while (!START) ()
DisableSignal(31);
ClearSignal(31) ;

}
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C Active Fifo

#ifndef
#define

enumOptions
enumOptions

typedef enum StatusMessage
NONE };
typedef enum ExecutionOption
typedef enum ProducerStatus

#endif

#ifndef Job
#define Job

ALL, READ, SREAD, CALL, WRITE,

YAPI, AF };
{ DEAD, ALIVE, SUCCESS };

#define MAX JOB TO NOTIFY 2- -
#define MAX NR OF SEMAPHORES 100- - -
#define MaxQueueSize 10

#include <stddef.h>
#inc1ude "queuedyn.h"

I/equivalent of process
//runonce option for flag to rember state of main
class Job: public Id
{

public:
Job(Id n): Id(n), Once(false) {}
const char* type() const = 0;
virtual bool main() = 0;
bool RunOnce ()

{

if (lOnce}
Once true;
return true;

}

el se
return false;

}

private:
bool Once;

} ;

#endif
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template <class T>
class ActiveFifo;
#ifndef Ctrl
#define Ctrl

template <class T>
class Ctrl
{

public:
Ctrl<T>() { nJobNr = 0; pJob[O] = NULL; }
virtual void SetJob(Job & rTl { Attach(&rT);
virtual void Attach (Job* 0)

pJob[nJobNr] = 0;
nJobNr++;

}

virtual void Detach (Job~ a)

pJab[nJobNr] = 0;
nJobNr--;

}

virtual boal Notify(ActiveFifo<T> *pAF, StatusMessage eShow,
StatusMessage eShawAlways)

far(int i = 0; i< nJobNr; i++)
if (eShow == CALL I I eShow ALL I I

eShawAlways == CALL I I eShowAlways
ALL)
cout « pJob[i]->type() « endl;

if (pJab[i]->main())
return false;

return true;
}

return false;
}

private:
int nJobNr;
Job* pJob[MAX JOB TO_NOTIFY];

} ;

#endif
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#ifndef
#define

Comrnunication
Comrnunication

template <class T>
class aln{

public:
virtual const char* FifoName () { return "unknown";
virtual const char* type() const { return "unknown";
virtual ProducerStatus read(T &, StatusMessage eShow
virtual void flush() = 0;
virtual int IsEmpty() = 0;
virtual bool IsActive() return true;
virtual void Activate()
virtual void DeActivate()

private:
} ;

NONE) 0;

template <cla5s T>
class aOut{

public:
virtual void write(T &, StatusMessage eShow = NONE) = 0;
virtual void write(T *, int, StatusMessage eShow = NONE) 0;
virtual void flush() = 0;
virtual int IsEmpty() = 0;

private:
} ;

template <class T>
class alnPort: public aln<T>, Id
(

public:
alnPort<T> (Id n, a In<T> & rAF) Id (n), rFifo (rAF) { bActi ve

false; }
virtual const char* FifoName() return rFifo.FifoName();
virtual const char* type() const { return rFifo.type(); }
virtual ProducerStatus read(T & rData, StatusMessage eShow =NONE)

{ return rFifo.read(rData, eShow); }
virtual void flush() {rFifo.flush();}
virtual int IsEmpty() {return rFifo.IsEmpty();
virtual bool IsActive () { return bActive; )
virtual void Activate () { bActive = true; )
virtual void DeActivate() { bActive = false;

private:
aln<T> & rFifo;
bool bActive;

} ;

template <class T>
class aOutPort: public aOut<T>, Id

public:
aOutPort<T>(Id n, aOut<T> & rAF) : Id(n), rFifo(rAF) {}
virtual void write(T & rData, StatusMessage eShow = NONE)

( rFifo.write(rData, eShow); }
virtual void write(T * pData, int n, StatusMessage eShow = NONE)

{ rFifo.write(pData, n, eShow); }
virtual void flush() { rFifo.flush(); }
virtual int IsEmpty () { return rFifo. IsEmpty ();
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private:
aOut<T> & rFifo;

} ;

#endif

#ifndef ActiveFifo
#define ActiveFifo
template <cla5s T>
class ActiveFifo: public Ctrl<T>, public aln<T>, public aOut<T>, public
Id
{

public:
ActiveFifo(Id n, StatusMessage eSM = NONE);
virtual -ActiveFifa () {Fifo. MakeEmpty () ;
1150 we can print information when deadlock occurs
const char* type() const { return UActive FIFO: u; }

virtual const char* FifoName () { return fullName (); );
virtual int Get'l'okenCount () i return nTokens; }

virtual ProducerStatus read(T & rData, StatusMessage eShow =NONE)

do
{

switch (GoRead(rData, eShow))
{

case ALIVE:
break;

case SUCCESS:
return SUCCESS;
break;

case DEAD:
return DEAD;
break;

}

while (1);

virtual ProducerStatus GoRead (T & X, StatusMessage eShow = NONE)

Ilread data from assigned fifo, only read if fifo is
I I filled
Ilif not filled, start producerjob attached to FIFO
liRemark: situation: 8-r->A-r->C-w->A-r->8-r->dead
l/lock
IIA dit not write data in FIFO. Old state of A is
Ilreading and will not
Ilexecute new state writing untill it is orderd t~.

IIFifa must instuct this, so
Ilif read fails, start attached job, if read fills
Ilagain, start attached
Iijob again to notify writing state, if read fails
Ilagain, then it is a
I Ideadlock! !

Ildata in fifo?
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if( !Fifo.IsEmpty() )
{

if (eShow == READ I I eShow == ALL I I
eShowAlways == READ I I eShowAlways == ALL
I I eShow == SREAD)
cout « "»successful read on " « type()

« fulIName() « endl;
X = Fifo.GetFront();
Fifo.Dequeue();
Ilread is a succes, fifo inactive
bActive = false;
eShowOnActive = NONE;
return SUCCESS;

)

else {
if !bActive ) {

Ilmake fifo active, cannot read active
Ilfifo
bActive = true;
if (eShow == CALL I I eShow == ALL I I

eShowAlways CALL
I I eShowAlways == ALL)
cout« "»---producer call for " «
type() « fullName() « " -> ";

Ilif written in fifo, notify user if in
Iistructed to
eShowOnActive = eShow;
Ilcall prducer job
if (!Notify(this, eShow, eShowAlways))

return DEAD;
Ilcannot read at this time
return ALIVE;

)

Ilread again if active and still no data
Ilavailabie
Ilafter first notify
else {

if (eShow == CALL I I eShow == ALL I I
eShowAlways == CALL I I
eShowAlways == ALL)
cout« "»********repeat producer
call for " « type() « fullName()

« " -> ";
if (!Notify(this, eShow, eShowAlways))

return DEAD;
Ilcannot read at this time
return ALIVE;

)

Ilwrite in FIFO, 1 value or complete vector of values
virtual void write (T & X, StatusMessage eShow = NONE)

Fifo.Enqueue(X);
nTokens++;
if (eShow == WRITE I I eShow == ALL I I eShowAlways ==

WRITE I I eShowAlways == ALL I I eShowOnActi ve
WRITE I I eShowOnActive == ALL)
cout« "»write in " « type() « fulIName() «
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endli
}

virtual void write (T * X, int n, StatusMessage eShow
int N = ni_
while (n--) (

Fifo.Enqueue(*X++)i
nTokens++i

NONE)

}

if (eShow == WRITE I I eShow == ALL I I eShowAlways ==
WRITE I I eShowAlways == ALL I I eShowOnActive
WRITE I I eShowOnActive == ALL)
cout« "»write " « N « " times in " «
type() « fuIIName() «endli

eShowAlwaysi
eShowOnActivei

} i

}

/ / clean up Fr FO
virtual void flush()
virtual int IsEmpty()
bool bActivei

private:
StatusMessage
StatusMessage
int nTokensi
Queue<T> Fifoi

{ Fifo.MakeEmpty() i }
( return Fifo.IsEmpty();

template <class T>
bool read(aln<T> & in, T & rData, StatusMessage eShow

if (!in.IsActive()) (
in.Activate() ;
switch (in.rcad(rData, eShow))
{

case ALIVE:
break;

case SUCCESS:
in.DeActivate() i

return true i

breaki
case DEAD:

in.DeActivate();
return false;
break;

NONE)

88

}

el se
//you can never read the same inport twice, deadlock
cerr « endl « U»~" « in.type() « " deadlock on " «
in.FifoName() « "«~u « endl « endl « endl;
exit (1);

}

return true;
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template <class T>
bool read(aln<T> & in, T * pData, int n, StatusMessage eShow
{

while (n--) {
if (!read(in, *pData++, eShow))

return falsei

return truei

NONE)

template <class T>
void write(aOut<T> & out, T & rData, StatusMessage eShow NONE)
out.write(rData, eShow) i

template <class T>
void write(aOut<T> & out, T * pData, int n, StatusMessage eShow

( out.write(pData, n, eShow)i

template <class T>
void flush(aln<T> & in) { in.flush() i

template <class T>
void flush(aOut<T> & out) I out.flush();

NONE)

template <class T>
ActiveFifo<T>: :ActiveFifo<T>(Id 0, StatusMessage eSM)
I

bActive = falsei
nTokens = 0;
eShowAlways = eSMi
eShowOnActive = eSMi

} ;

#endif
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D State Machine

#ifndef enumOptions
#define __enumOptions

typedef enum StatusMessage
typedef enum ExecutionOption
typedef enum ProducerStatus

#endif

#ifndef FSM
#define FSM
#include "controller.h"

template <cla5S T>
class State
(

ALL, READ, SREAD, CALL, WRITE, NONE };
YAPI, AF };
DEAD, ALIVE, SUCCESS };

public:
State<T> ();
virtual State<T>* main(T *) = 0;
virtual const char * type() const { return ""i }
void SetSignal(Job* pJ, int Counter}

( pWaitJob = pJ; bSignal = true; nSignalNr = Counter;
void SetWait(Job* pJ, int Counter)

{ pWaitJob = pJ; nWaitNr = Counter; bWait = true; }
bool Signal () { return bSignal; )
bool Wait () { return bWait; }
Job* WaitJob() {return pWaitJob; }
int SignalNr () {return nSignalNr; }
int WaitNr() { return nWaitNr; }
void ResetWait () {bWait = false; }
void ResetSignal() { bSignal = false; }

private:
bool bWait;
bool bSignal;
Job* pWaitJob;
int nWaitNr;
int nSignalNr;

} ;

template <cla5s T>
class FSM: public Id
{

public:
FSM<T> (Id n, State<T> & Init, ExecutionOption eEO,

StatusMessage eSM = NONE);
bool Execute(T* pJob) {

while (1) (
if (Run (pJob) ) return true;
if (eExec == AF) return false;

}

I/never reached
return false;
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bool Run(T* pJob) {
if ( pState )

State<T>* state = NULL;
if (pState->Wait()) {

if (!WAIT(pState->WaitJob(),
pState->WaitNr()))

pState->ResetWait();
pState->ResetSignal();

}

state = pState->main(pJob);
if (pState->Signal())

SIGNAL(pState->WaitJob(),
pState->SignalNr());

pState state;
return false;

}

else
return true;

} ;

}

Ilif pState==NULL
bool Finished () {

private:
State<T>
StatusMessage
ExecutionOption

then job is finished
return (!pState?true:false);

*pState;
eShow;
eExec;

template <class T>
FSM<T>::FSM<T> (Id n, State<T> & Init, ExecutionOption eEO, StatusMes
sage eSM) : Id(n)
{

pState = &Init;
eShow eSM;
eExec = eEO;

} ;

template <class T>
State<T>: :State<T>()
{

bSignal = false;
bWait = false;
pWaitJob = NULL;

#endif
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E Sequence semaphore

#ifndef
#define

Semaphore
Semaphore

typedef structl
int Nr;
int Start;

PENV;

class Semaphore

public:
Semaphore()

I
/Icreate semaphores

for(int i = 0; i<MAX NR OF SEMAPHORES; i++)
vJobBusy [i] 0;

nSemaphoreCounter = 0;
}

void Signal(Job *pJ, int Cnt)
I

vJob[Cnt] .Start++;
}

void Wait(Process *pJ, int Cnt) Ij

bool Wait(Job *pJ, int Cnt)
(

if(vJobBusy[Cnt]) I
//deadlock case, signal and return
vJob(Cnt] .Start++;
return true;

}

else
vJobBusy[Cnt] = true;

/Iif na signal was given, start job where we have to
/Iwait for
while (!vJob[Cnt] .Start)

if (pJ->main () ) I
I/job is finished, do not wait any longer
vJobBusy[Cnt] = false;
return false;

}

vJob[Cnt] .Start--;
vJobBusy[Cnt] = false;
return true;

} ;

int nSemaphoreCounter;
/Iwich job needs semaphore
PENV vJob[MAX_NR_OF_SEMAPHORES];
/Iwich job needs semaphore
bool vJobBusy[MAX_NR OF_SEMAPHORES];
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extern Semaphore Sp;

#define SIGNAL(x, y)
#Q~fine WAIT(x, y)
I/a job can signal and
#define Sequence(x, y,

{

Sp. Signal (x, y)

Sp.Wait(x, y)
wait per state only once
z)

x.SetWait(&y, Sp.nSemaphoreCounter);
z.SetSignal(&y, Sp.nSemaphoreCounter);
Sp.vJob[Sp.nSemaphoreCounter) .Nr = Sp.nSemaphoreCounter;
Sp.vJob[Sp.nSemaphoreCounter) .Start = 0;
Sp.nSemaphoreCounter++;

#endif
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F Benchmark testprogram

F.1 YAPI definition n-cycle

Process definition

#include "process.h"
#include "port.h"

class Pass : public Process
{

public:
Pass(Id n, In<int>& i, Out<int>& 0, int num);
const char* type () const { return "Pass"; }
void main();

private:
InPort<int> in;
OutPort<int> out;
int n;

) ;

Process implementation

#include "pass.h"
const int S 4;
const int N = 5;

void CalcDelay ()
{

int i 1000;
int a 2;
int b 3;
while (i--)

b *= (a += b) ;

Pass: : Pass (Id n, In<int>& i, Out<int>& 0, int num)
Process(n),
in(id("in"), i),
out(id("out"), 0),
n(num)

void Pass: :main()

int i;
int buf [SJ ;

if (n == 0)
tor (i=O; i<S; i++)

buf[i] = i;
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write (out, buf, S);
}

for (int i==O; i<N; i++)
{

read(in, buf, Sj;
CalcDelay() ;
write(out, buf, Sj;

}

F.2 Active Fifo definition n-cycle

Process definition

#ifndef
#define

Ncycle
Ncycle

#include "process.h"
#include "controller.h"
#include "fsm.h"
class Pass;

class Init: public State<Pass>

public:
virtual State* main(Pass *);

private:
} ;

class RW: public State<Pass>

public:
virtual State* main(Pass *);

private:
} ;

class Pass public Job
{

public:
Pass(Id n, aln<int>& i, aOut<int>& 0, int num):

Job (n) ,
in(id("in"), i),
out(id("out"), ol,
n (num) ,
mainFSM(this, I}
{ }

const char* type() const { return "Pass"; }
bool main(};
//needs to be public in order for FSM to access
alnPort<int> in;
aOutPort<int> out;
int n;
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int Cnt;

//FSM declaration
FSM<Pass> mainFSM;
1nit 1;
RW rw;

private:
} ;

Process implementation

#include "ncycle.h"

const int S 4;
const int N 5;
int buf[S];

void begin () {}
void end () {}

void CalcDelay ()

begint);
int i
int a
int b
while

b *=
end () ;

100;
= 2;
= 3;
(i--)
(a += b) ;

bool Pass::main()
(

return mainFSM.Execute();

State<Pass>* 1nit: :main(Pass *pJ)

pJ->Cnt N-l;
if (pJ->n == 0)

for (int i=O; i<S; i++)
buf[i] = i;

awrite(pJ->out, buf, SJ;
}

return &pJ->rw;

State<Pass>* RW: :main(Pass *pJ)

aread(pJ->in, buf, SJ;
CalcDelay();
awrite(pJ->out, buf, SJ;
if (pJ->Cnt--)

return &pJ->rw;
else return NULL;
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G Benchmark statistics

Following are the detailed results ofthe benchmark.

G.! Only task switching

YAPI on psos
#processes #task switches start end cycle duration

cycle
5 25 1142846 1303277 160431
10 50 1539296 1854230 314934
25 125 2716328 3503880 787552
40 200 3897999 5152398 1254399

YAPI PSOS FSMon usmg a
#processes #task switches start end cycle duration

cycle
5 25 1128555 1282928 154373
10 50 1510523 1815833 305310
25 125 2639568 3399055 759487
40 200 3773520 4984284 1210764

A f FïiYAPI PSOSon usmg c lve I 0

#processes #task switches Start end cycle duration
cycle

5 25 1037678 1109957 72279
10 50 1308071 1437396 129325
25 125 2105748 2403507 297759
40 200 2904981 3372707 467726

YAPI on Pamela
#processes #task switches start end cycle duration

cycle
5 25 1129619 1352886 223267
10 50 1502307 1938325 436018
25 125 2608835 3697848 1089013
40 200 3718156 5501306 1783150
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fd tP tier ormance mcrease 0 ura IOn mam program
#processes # task switches gain YAPI on PSOS using Active Fifo versus

PSOS(%) PSOS met fSM (%) Pamela (%)
5 25 122.0 113.6 208.9
10 50 143.5 136.1 237.1
25 125 164.5 155.1 265.7
40 200 168.2 158.9 281.2

Benchmark

2000000 -,-------------
1800000
1600000 -t-----------,-------,-------'--7''----,------j

1400000 -l----------'----~~-~
In 1200000 -t------'----'-~...e---------'--_,__r_-~II------cc:'_l

~ 1000000 +--------'------'----'-'-T--~--_/

~ 800000
600000 +--~~----,';---T

400000 +---"-"--

200000
O+------'---r-'------,..---r--------'---I

~ YAPI on PSOS

--- YAPI on PSOS using a
FSM

~ YAPI on Pamela

---.- YAPI on PSOS using
the Active Fifo

25 50 125 200

task switches
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G.2 Task switching and computation

YAPI on PSOS
#processes #task switches start cycle end cycle duration

5 25 1122970 1310711 187741
10 50 1500027 1870977 370950
25 125 2620438 3547002 926564
40 200 3745649 5222984 1477335

YAPI on PSOS using a FSM
#processes #task switches start cycle end cycle duration

5 25 1152007 1341386 189379
10 50 1557319 1933257 375938
25 125 2758611 3694028 935417
40 200 3964330 5456639 1492309

YAPI on PSOS using Active Fifo
#processes #task switches start cycle end cycle duration

5 25 1042716 1148081 105365
10 50 1315757 1512099 196342
25 125 2134288 2613734 479446
40 200 2956743 3721653 764910

YAPI on Pamela
#processes #task switches start cycle end cycle duration

5 25 1135551 1390094 254543
10 50 1510477 2008506 498029
25 125 2623862 3864969 1241107
40 200 3738565 5760823 2022258
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fdP f;er onnance mcrease 0 uratlon mam program
#processes #task switches gainYAPI on PSOS using Active Fifo versus

PSOS (%) PSOS met FSM (%) Pamela (%)
5 25 78.2 79.7 141.6
10 50 88.9 91.5 153.7
25 125 93.3 95.1 158.9
40 200 93.1 95.1 164.4

Benchmark

2500000

2000000

lIJ 1500000
Cl)

(,)
>.

1000000(,)

500000

0

-+- YAPI on PSOS

---- YAPI on PSOS using
FSM

---*- YAPI on PSOS using
Active Fifo

~ YAPI on Pamela

25 50 125 200

L t_a_sk_sw_itc_h_e_s ---"
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G.3 Task switching and severe computation

YAPI on PSOS
#processes #task switches Start cycle end cycle duration

5 25 1122970 1603211 480241
10 50 1500027 2455977 955950
25 125 2620438 5009502 2389064
40 200 3745649 7562984 3817335

YAPI on PSOS using a FSM
#processes #task switches start cycle end cycle duration

5 25 1152007 1633886 481879
10 50 1557319 2528257 970938
25 125 2758611 5156528 2397917
40 200 3964330 7796639 3832309

A . FïiYAPI PSOSon usmg ctlve 1 0

#processes #task switches start cycle end cycle duration
5 25 1042716 1440581 397865
10 50 1315757 2097099 781342
25 125 2097892 4021983 1924091
40 200 2892722 5962189 3069467

YAPI on Parnela
#processes #task switches start cycle end cycle duration

5 25 1135551 1682594 547043
10 50 1510477 2593506 1083029
25 125 2623862 5327469 2703607
40 200 3738565 8100823 4362258
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fdP tier onnance mcrease 0 ura 10n mam program
#processes #task switches gain YAPI on PSOS using Active Fifo versus

PSOS (%) PSOS met FSM (%) Pamela (%)

5 25 20.7 21.1 37.5
10 50 22.3 24.3 38.6
25 125 24.2 24.6 40.5
40 200 24.4 24.9 42.1

Benchmark

--- YAPI on PSOS using a
FSM

--.- YAPI on PSOS using
Active Fifo

~ YAPI on Pamela
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4000000
3500000 +-----'--'------'-----'----'-'-+---+-7------'--;

en 3000000 +-----------,--,-----r-,-~~'"___:___j

~ 2500000 +---------'---------,I'__~~.,e--___,__,__'4

~ 2000000
1500000 +-'-.-i------~'___r<~~:=____"_,_____,__,_.,,.;

1000000
500000

o +----,---'---'---,---'--'-'---=-'-'-r--="--'--'-'-1

25 50 125 200

task switches
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H JPEG decoder implemented as Active Fifo

SOSMK..;.RES-rART.....Nnv:
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I MCU Parse Active Fifo Job

bool MCU Parse: :main()
{

return mainFSM.Execute(this);

/*-------------------------------------------------------------*/
/*-------------------------------------------------------------*/
/*-------------------------------------------------------------*/
/*--------------------------------------------------------------*/
/*-------------------------------------------------------------*/
/*MCU Parse state implementation due to buffer size restriction*/
/*-------------------------------------------------------------*/
/*-------------------------------------------------------------*/

State<MCU Parse>* WaitToStart: :main(MCU_Parse *pJ)
{

//read signal from DeMux to start parsing
read(pJ->Fileln, pJ->info);
pJ->restart interval = pJ->info.restart_interval;
return &pJ->PS;

State<MCU Parse>* ProcessSegments::main(MCU Parse *pJ)
{

bool bDone = truej
mark = pJ->get_next_MK();
swi tch (mark) {

case COM MK:
printf(It\tINFO:\tSkipping comments\n lt );
pJ->skip segment();
break;

case SOS_MK: /* lots of things to do here */
printf(It\tINFO:\tFound the SOS marker!\n lt );
return &pJ->SOS;

case EOI MK:
printfllt\tINFO:\tFound the EOI marker!\n lt );
return NULL;
break;

default:
flit is not possible to reach thes markers
if (mark == SOF_MK I I mark == DHT_MK I I mark == DQT_MK I I

mark DRI MK I I mark == EOF)
cerr « ItERROR: Impossible to reach at this point!It;

if ((mark&MK_MSK) == APP_MK) {
printf(It\tINFO:\tSkipping
pJ->skip_segment();
break;
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if (RST_MK(mark)) {
pJ->reset_prediction();
break;

}

/* if all else has failed ... */
printf("\tWARNING:\tLost Sync outside scan, %d!\n", mark);
aborted_stream() ;
break;

return this;

State<MCU Parse>* SOSMK::main(MCU Parse *pJ)
{

unsigned int aux;
aux = pJ->get size(); /* don't care */
read(pJ->Bitsln, aux);
if (aux != gv.n comp) {

printf("\tI:.:KKOk:\tBad component interledving!\n");
aborted stream();

}

for (int i=O; i<gv.n comp; i++)
read(pJ->Bitsln, aux);
if (aux != comp[i) .CID) {

printf("\tERROR:\tBad Component Order!\n");
aborted stream();

}

read(pJ->Bitsln, aux);
cornp[i] .DC HT first_quad(aux);
cornp[i) .AC HT = second_quad(aux);

}

pJ->get_size();
read(pJ->Bitsln, aux);

pJ->MCU_colurnn = 0;
pJ->MCU_row = ai
pJ->clear_bits() ;
pJ->reset_prediction();
/* main MCU processing loop here */
if (pJ->restart_interval) {

pJ->n_restarts = ceil_div(gv.mx_size*gv.my_size,
pJ->restart_interval)-l;

pJ->leftover = gv.mx size*gv.my_size - pJ->n restarts*
pJ->restart interval;

/* final interval rnay be incomplete as next state*/
return &pJ->SOS_R_I;

}

else
pJ->leftover gv.rnx size*gv.my size;

/* process till end of row without restarts as next state*/
return &pJ->SOS NR_C;

State<MCU Parse>* SOSMK RESTART INIT::rnain(MCU Parse *pJ)
{

pJ->Restartlntv = pJ->restart interval;
if (pJ->n restarts--)

return &pJ->SOS_R_C;
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else return &pJ->SOS NR C;

State<MCU Parse>* SOSMK_RESTART_CALL::main(MCU Parse *pJ)
{

if (pJ->RestartIntv--)
pJ->praeess_MCU() ;

return this;
}

else return &pJ->SOS R F;

State<MCU Parse>* SOSMK RESTART FINISH: :main(MCU Parse *pJ)
{

unsigned int aux;
/* prae till all EOB met */
aux = pJ->get_next_MK();
if (! RST MK(aux)) {

printf("\tERROR:\tLost Syne af ter interval!\n");
aborted stream();

}

else
printf("\tINFO:\tFound Restart Marker\n");

pJ->reset_predietion();
pJ->elear_bits();
return &pJ->SOS R I;

State<MCU Parse>* SOSMK_NORESTART_CALL: :main(MCU Parse *pJ)
{

/* proeess till end of row without restarts */
if (pJ->leftover--) {

pJ->praeess_MCU();
return this;

}

else {
in frame = 0;
return &pJ->PS;
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